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The winners of the
Popularity Poll are pictured.

For more detailed 
information, see story 

on page 36

‘Sun Panda’ (Culver-B., 2009)
— courtesy of the hybridizer

‘El Desperado’ (Stamile, 1991)
— Ken Oakes photo

‘Red Volunteer’ (Oakes, 1984)
— Louise James photo

‘Aslan’ (Corbett, 2009)
— courtesy of the hybridizer

‘King Kahuna’ (Crochet, 1994)
— Tom Walker photo

‘Suburban Nancy Gayle’ (Watts,
2004) — Brenda Macy photo

‘Wonder of it All’ (Carr, 2005)
— Julie Covington photo

‘Kansas Kitten’ (Carpenter-J.,
2002) — Debbie DeMasi photo

‘White Eyes Pink Dragon’ (Gossard, 
2006) — courtesy of the hybridizer

‘Margo Reed Indeed’  (Murphy-J.P., 
2004) — Julie Covington photo

‘Webster’s Pink Wonder’ 
(Webster-Cobb, 2003)

— Debbie Monbeck photo
‘Dorothy and Toto’ (Herrington-K.,
2003) — Tim Herrington photo

‘Little Orange Tex’ (Faggard, 1985)
— Rich Rosen photo

‘Primal Scream’ (Hanson-C., 1994) 
— Julie Covington photo

‘All American Chief’ (Sellers, 
1994) — Ann Monroe photo
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When you are making estate plans, honoring a loved one or making charita-
ble donations, please remember the American Hemerocallis Society.  Help
ensure the future of the AHS and your favorite flower.

For more information about including the American
Hemerocallis Society in your will or your estate plans,

your charitable giving, or to make a gift to honor or
remember a loved one, please contact Kathleen

Schloeder at endowments@daylilies.org, Bret
Clement at counsel@daylilies.org, or your
own attorney.

Paul Owen’s Slightly Different Nursery
— Meg McKenzie Ryan photo
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New membership?                              Renewal upgrade?

Name

Address

City                                                     State                                  Zip                     Country

Telephone                                            Email

Amount enclosed $

Send all dues, address changes, and membership inquiries to: 
Pat Mercer, AHS Executive Secretary, P.O. Box 10, Dexter, GA 31019

Make checks payable to the American Hemerocallis Society.

Meg McKenzie Ryan, Executive Editor
©2015 American Hemerocallis Society, Inc.  

All rights reserved.
Library of Congress Catalog Card 

No. 64-42068

The American Hemerocallis Society, Inc., is a non-
profit organization. Said organization is organized
exclusively for educational and scientific purposes,
and especially to promote, encourage and foster the
development and improvement of the genus

Hemerocallis and public interest therein. These pur-
poses are expressly limited so that AHS qualifies as an
exempt organization under Section 501(c)(3) of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1954 or the corresponding
provision of any future U.S. Internal Revenue Law.

Daylily
JOURNAL

THE

A quarterly publication of the
American Hemerocallis Society, Inc.

A subscription to The Daylily Journal is
included with membership in the American
Hemerocallis Society. Interested persons are
invited to join. Memberships are on the calen-
dar year: January to December.
Individuals dues:
$25 one year; $70 three years
Dual membership: (two persons, same

household, one set of publications)
$30 one year; $83 three years
Life membership: $500
Dual life membership: $750
Youth membership (through age 18): $10
International memberships are accepted:

Send $10 additional per year to supplement cost of
mailing. Canadians have no surcharge. Credit cards
(Visa and Mastercard only) are accepted.
Gift memberships to the AHS will be

appreciated by your friends and family. We will
be glad to send a gift card in your name.
Send all dues, address changes, and mem-

bership inquiries to:
Pat Mercer, AHS Executive Secretary
P.O. Box 10, Dexter, GA 31019
478-875-4110
secretary@daylilies.org

Make checks payable to the 
American Hemerocallis Society

www.daylilies.org

The AHS Membership/Subscription Application

New members who join at any level, as well as current members with a one-year membership who upgrade to a three-
year or life membership, and those with a three-year membership who upgrade to a life membership, will receive a
voucher worth $25 or more to use with participating vendors for purchasing daylilies. Member pays shipping (and phyto
certificates where applicable). Vendors may require a minimum purchase, and some vendors will redeem the vouchers
for higher value than others. AHS will send you a voucher along with a list of participating vendors, required minimum
purchases, and voucher values for each vendor. Each member may participate in the voucher program one time only. 

New member voucher program for free daylilies!

DJSpring 15 ~3~
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Since mid-November 2014 when the AHS Publication Services
manager received shipment of The Illustrated Guide to Daylilies,
copies have literally been flying off the shelves! According to
members, orders are arriving in timely fashion and in perfect
condition.  We continue to receive positive comments about this
publication, and extend our great appreciation to the Editor,
Oliver Billingslea, for his time and effort in making such a quality
publication possible. 
What a pleasure it is to relate more good news to our members

from the Publications Committee! Under the capable leadership
of Dr. Scott Elliott from Georgia, AHS hopes to finalize a book on
double daylilies and send it to the publishers in the fall of 2015.
Dr. Elliott relates that this publication will be approximately the
same size as The Illustrated Guide. He anticipates roughly 128
pages in 8.5 by 11” format. Included are chapters penned by some
of today's hybridizers specializing in doubles. A chapter illustrating
double seedlings and future registrations will help readers see the
future of doubles, and a chapter on their history will show how far
they've come.  Dr. Elliott also anticipates including a chapter with
cross-section images illustrating and explaining the double form
from the inside out. Hundreds of images and a plethora of
information makes me certain that you will want to order your
very own copy of this publication when it becomes available. 
AHS membership Chair, Maureen Valenza, reports that six

daylily clubs have attained (as of early February 2015) the special
club membership designations of Bronze, Silver, Gold, or Platinum
membership levels. Congratulations to those clubs and we
encourage all clubs that have attained at least a 65 percent AHS
membership to send your club rosters to Maureen
(membership@daylilies.org), so that your clubs may be recognized
in The Daylily Journal and on the website.  View the results so far
at right.
Our members frequently visit the AHS database. In his most

recent report, AHS Registrar Kevin Walek mentions, “for the
2014 registration year, we processed over 2805 applications, 2558
full registrations and 247 reserved names. We continue to make
corrections to the database for past years (prior to 2010) but the
number has slowed to less than one per month.  We have
continued to add photos to the database.”  When Kevin took over
as Registrar in 2010, AHS had less than 13,000 images in the
database.  With the initial help of several individuals, notably Rich
Rosen, Debbie Monbeck and others, over 35,600 pictures (and
counting) are now included in the database. The 2014 AHS
Checklist is currently being finalized and should be available for
shipping in April 2015. 
The 2015 Atlanta Convention is filling up fast! As of early

February 2015, approximately 400 members have registered, with
some spaces remaining. If you’re “on the fence” about attending,

the gardens will be spectacular,
the hotel is superb, hospitality will be exceptional, and of course,
you couldn’t ask for better company than a host of fellow daylily
buddies.  I’m looking forward to seeing many of you in Atlanta —
‘The place to be seen in 2015!’  Please enjoy springtime in your
gardens, and relish the rejuvenation this season brings to each of
us. 

With kindest regards to all, 
Julie 

DJSpring 15~10~
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‘Tis a gift to be simple (Simple Gifts)
'Tis the gift to be simple, 'tis the gift to be free
'Tis the gift to come down where we ought to be,
And when we find ourselves in the place just right,   
'Twill be in the valley of love and delight.
This song was largely unknown outside Shaker communities until

Aaron Copland used its melody for the score of Martha Graham's ballet
“Appalachian Spring.”  It was made even more famous by folksinger Judy
Collins. 
When we make a simple gift to a charity, we do it out of regard for the

work of that organization, and not only do we feel good about it, it can ben-
efit us in the form of an income tax deduction.  
Not only can we make a gift to AHS during our lifetimes, we can also

put into place a gift to benefit AHS after our death.  By remembering AHS
in your long term plans, you will help ensure the society is able to contin-
ue its educational and scientific work.  Including us in your estate planning
provides additional benefits that a direct gift during one’s lifetime doesn’t.
Moreover, if you have concerns about your future financial needs for
health care or retirement income, then including AHS in your will does-
n’t jeopardize your financial situation.  
Mary Lou Lundblade, AHS Display Gardens chair, has made such a

bequest.  “I believe you should put your money where your mouth is.  AHS
is a good and honorable organization which I believe in.  I am not rich, but
I wanted to do something because every gift adds up.”
There are many ways you can plan a gift to AHS, whether by a bequest

in your will or trust, designating a retirement plan beneficiary, and by life-
insurance policy.  While a will remains the most common method of pass-
ing on one’s property at death, revocable living trusts are gaining in popu-
larity as a substitute for a will.  With either a will or revocable trust, you can
include AHS as one of the beneficiaries of your will or living trust and you
retain the right to change the bequest at any time.
You can also gift retirement plans and accounts (IRA, 401K or 403B) to

charity upon your death.  It is a great way to save income and estate taxes.
Although retirement plans delay paying income taxes at contribution, the
disbursements will be taxed.  Accounts may also potentially be subject to
estate and inheritance tax subjecting retirement funds to double taxation.
Considering the potential for double taxation, the retirement plan is a tax
efficient asset to leave to charity.  
To implement this method of giving, designate AHS (American

Hemerocallis Society, Inc.) to receive all or a portion of the balance of your
retirement plan upon your death.  To do this, name AHS as a beneficiary
on the retirement account.  This can be done through the plan’s website
or by contacting your plan administrator or custodian.  As with a will or
revocable trust, you can always change your beneficiary designation.
Alternatively, rather than leaving a portion of your retirement benefits to
AHS at your death, it is possible to leave benefits to AHS during your life-
time.  IRS regulations require everyone to receive minimum distributions
from a plan or trust once they reach a certain age.  If you are fortunate

enough to be in a situation where you do not need the minimum distribu-
tions to meet your current financial needs, gifting your minimum distribu-
tion to AGS can be advantageous.
One more way to include AHS in your estate planning is through a

paid-up life insurance policy.  Perhaps the policy is no longer needed to pro-
vide income protection for your family.  The donor can either transfer the
policy to AHS by naming it as the owner and beneficiary, or you can retain
ownership but list AHS as a beneficiary of the policy.  Your life insurance
agent can provide “change of ownership” and/or “change of beneficiary”
forms.  All you do is add AHS to the form and sign your name.  The advan-
tage of a change of beneficiary over a change in ownership is that if you
change your mind about the gift, simply request a new beneficiary-designa-
tion form.  It’s that easy!
While you should always consult your lawyer or accountant, adding a

bequest to AHS to your will or trust or changing beneficiary designations
for retirement plans or insurance policies is easy to do and can be changed
if the need arises.  You may contact me at endowments@ daylilies.org, or
703-671-6635.  Our General Counsel, Bret Clement, has agreed to answer
any general questions you might have.  He can be reached by email at
counsel@daylilies.org. 
And when you remember AHS in your long term plans, you will feel

that you are "in the place just right.”  n

DJ Spring 15 ~11~

By Kathleen Schloeder
AHS Endowments Chair
Region 3, Virginia

A simple idea for giving
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AHS 2015 National Convention

Atlanta, Georgia, June 10-14, 2015
Convention Co-Chairs: 
David and Camilla Arthur

Information for the convention and 
registration is available in the four-page
mailing outsert with this Daylily Journal or
online: www.ahs2015convention.org

Atlanta will be the place to be seen soon for all lovers of beauti-
ful daylilies!  The AHS 2015 National Convention will be held in
Atlanta, June 10-13, 2015.  The National Convention Committee
has worked diligently planning and preparing to make this event
the best ever.   Eight beautiful gardens will be on the tour.  As part
of the registration, evening meals will be provided on Thursday,
Friday, and Saturday and two delicious lunches are provided dur-
ing the tours.  There will be a magnificent boutique with vendors,
bargain plants, silent auctions, raffles, and more.  A special feature
will be educational workshops on Friday and Saturday.  See the list
and decide which ones you could not possibly miss.  They are all
outstanding with extremely qualified instructors. The busses will
return to the hotel on Friday and Saturday by 2:00 p.m. so you can
attend these workshops later in the afternoon. Visit with new and
old friends who share the same interests as you.   Also, an auxil-
iary tour to the Atlanta Botanical Garden is available.
Reservations are limited to a total of 650, so now is the time to
make your reservations so you’ll be sure to be seen in Atlanta in
2015!
The conference will be held at the luxurious Renaissance

Waverly Hotel and Conference Center. The location, at the junc-
tion of two major highways, provides convenient access to Atlanta
and the surrounding area. It is close to fine dining, shopping, and
major Atlanta attractions.  If you are coming prior to the conven-
tion or staying a few days later, the convention rate will apply three
days before and after the convention dates.  Recently renovated
and updated, the rooms are comfortable with ease of access.  On
the garden tour days, a “Grab and Go” breakfast will be provided
for hotel guests.
The garden tours will be held on Friday and Saturday mornings.

The gardens
range from small-
er gardens in a
residential set-
ting to large
hybridizer gar-
dens on several
acres.  Each of
the eight gardens
on the tour is
exceptional and
unique. 
Four of these gardens are located along the Interstate 75 corri-

dor north of the hotel, and the other four are along the Highway 400
corridor. The gardens along Interstate
75 are Kennesaw Mountain Daylily
Gardens, Prissy’s Garden, Shady Rest
Gardens and River Scape Gardens.
*Kennesaw Mountain Daylily

Gardens, owned by Diana and Bill
Waldrop, is located on five acres near
the foothills of Kennesaw Mountain.
There are twelve beds of registered cul-
tivars and over two acres of seedlings
from Bill and Diana’s hybridizing pro-
grams.  There are two greenhouses on
the property, one used for hybridizing,
the other for conversion work.  The
property also hosts many companion
plants, a koi pond, sculptures and yard
art.

By Camilla and David Arthur,
2015 Atlanta Convention Co-chairs
and Anne Murray, Publicity Chair

Kennesaw Mountain Daylily Gardens

Prissy’s Garden

* These gardens will be open for visitors on Sunday, June 14 

This Bill Waldrop seedling will be auctioned
during the convention, and the winner gets
to name it!  — photo courtesy of hybridizer
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Prissy’s Garden, owned by
Camilla and David Arthur, is a
“city” garden.  Something is always
blooming in this garden, which
includes  abelia, iris, spiraea, flow-
ering shrubs, hollies, and over 500
varieties of daylilies.  The daylilies
are displayed in several raised beds and
include all forms of new and old culti-
vars. The garden, which is anchored
by a gazebo and a pergola, contains
water features and yard art.
*Shady Rest Gardens, owned by

Doris and David Bishop, is located on
three acres in rural northwest Georgia.
It contains over 2500 daylily varieties,
companion plants, two koi ponds, and
several other water features. There are
many theme beds, over 200 hosta,
azaleas, Japanese maples, conifers,

ferns and an expansive fairy garden. Several
daylily beds surround the Shady Rest Cabin,
which is a focal point you don’t want to miss.
River Scape Gardens, owned by Deb and

Morgan Akin, is located in a picturesque
setting on the banks of the Etowah River.
Focal points include a unique stone house, a
restored barn, a mature magnolia tree, and a
fruit orchard. Relax and enjoy the beauty of
old and new daylily varieties in a beautiful
and serene atmosphere with breathtaking
views of the gently flowing river.

The gardens along the Highway 400
corridor are Centerpiece Gardens,
Vickery Lake Gardens, Metz Country
Gardens and MP Flowers.  
*Centerpiece Gardens, owned by

Pat and Bruce Kovach, is a rolling
landscape of wet and dry creek beds.
Bruce is a hybridizer specializing in
doubles. As a special treat for garden
visitors, Bruce has dedicated a bed to
double varieties received from various
hybridizers across the U.S. and
Canada. Numerous annuals produce a
vivid display of color along with over
3000 of his seedlings.
Vickery Lake Gardens, owned by

Martha and Claude Carpenter, is a home
garden in a picture-perfect setting.  The focal
point of the garden is a large fountain.  Bring
your cameras as this is an impeccably main-
tained property exhibiting daylilies grown as
perfect as a picture. Claude’s favorites are
spiders and unusual forms.  He also has a bed
dedicated to miniatures.
*Metz Country Gardens, owned by

Barbara and Herb Metz, is located on a true
working country farm which has been dedi-
cated as a wildlife sanctuary.  Barbara and
Herb are both master gardeners, and their
expertise is reflected throughout the proper-
ty.  The daylilies are grown with many com-
panion plants, a bog garden, a fairy garden
and soothing water features.   Follow the yel-
low brick road with the tin man.
*MP Flowers, owned by Patty and Mark

Franklin, is located on a five-acre property
anchored by two 100-year-old magnolia
trees.  Over 700 varieties of daylilies, hun-
dreds of bearded irises, roses, azaleas, hosta,
and peonies surround various water features
and statuary.  The Region 5 seedling bed is

~13~

 

Shady Rest Gardens

River Scape Gardens

Centerpiece Gardens

Vickery Lake Gardens

DJ Spring 15

Metz Country Gardens

MP Flowers

See Convention, page 14
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located at this garden.  Mark began hybridizing in 2009 and is
introducing several cultivars in 2015.
In addition to the wonderful garden tours, there are workshops

covering a range of topics of interest to daylily lovers. They will be
held on Friday and Saturday afternoons. The topics for these fun
and educational discussions are as follows:

FRIDAY: JUNE 12, 2015  3:00-3:45 P.M.
Companion Plants in the Daylily Garden: Tim Bell. Through
companion plants, Tim has made Bell’s Daylily Garden one of
the premier gardens in the country.
Setting Up a Cross Matrix: Bill Maryott. Bill will explain from
a hybridizer’s point of view the use of a matrix to trace the her-
itage of a cultivar.
Attracting and Involving Youth in Your Daylily Club: Libby
Hickman. Libby is the Region 5 Youth Liaison and a member of
the AHS Youth Committee.
Breeding for Green and Fun with Miniatures: Tim Herrington.
Tim is a well-known hybridizer of miniatures, specializing in the
development of green daylilies.

FRIDAY, JUNE 12, 2015  4:00-4:45 P.M.
Putting on a Spring Regional Meeting: Nancy Falck. AHS
chair, Judges Education committee, and a former AHS Board
member, Nancy has played an active role in planning a regional
spring meeting.
Photography in the Garden: Oliver Billingslea. Oliver is editor
of his region’s newsletter, a noted photographer, and author of
several gardening books including Landscaping with Daylilies.
Grooming Clinic for the Daylily Show: Jack Brock. Jack is an
exhibition judge and has won numerous Best-in-Show awards.
Hybridizing for Patterns: Bob Faulkner. Bob is a daylily
hybridizer specializing in patterned daylilies.

SATURDAY, JUNE 13, 2015  3:00-3:45 P.M.
Putting on a Daylily Show: Nikki Schmith. Nikki serves as the
AHS Vice-President and AHS Judges Education Chair.  She is a
Senior Exhibition Judge, an Exhibition Clinic Instructor, and a
Garden Judge.
What is New in Hybridizing? The High-Tech Approach: Jamie
Gossard. Jamie  is a well-known hybridizer specializing in unusu-
al forms and adding hardiness in daylilies. He is the 2013 Stout
Medal winner for ‘Heavenly Angel Ice’.
Photography in the Garden: Oliver Billingslea. He is editor of
his region’s newsletter, a noted photographer, and author of sev-
eral gardening books including Landscaping with Daylilies.
Horticultural Overview of the Daylily: Greg Goff. Greg is a
degreed horticulturist, experienced with perennials and daylilies,
from Le Petit Jardin Daylily Garden in Florida.  He is presenting
information on the care of a young daylily, including fertilizing,
spraying, and what to look for in growth.

SATURDAY, JUNE 13, 2015  4:00-4:45 P.M.
Adding a Design Division to Your Daylily Show: Marilyn
Hennecken. Marilyn has won numerous flower design awards

and has an outstanding understanding of what is expected in the
Daylily Show Design Division.
Why Some Doubles Do Not Double: Scott Elliott, Ph.D. Scott is
Region 5 Publicity Director.  He is a hybridizer and author who has
written several award-winning articles for The Daylily Journal.
Growing Your Daylily Club/
Incentive Award Programs:  Doris
and David Bishop. Doris and Dave
have doubled the size of their home
club, and the spend much of their time
to growing daylilies in their well-
designed garden.
An auxiliary tour of the
Atlanta Botanical Garden
has been planned for the
morning of Thursday, June
11, 2015.  Situated on 30
acres, the garden is com-
posed of a number of
smaller themed gardens.
Located near the
entrance are the more
formal gardens, such as
the rose garden and the
Japanese garden. Two
woodland areas — five
acres which
compose the
Upper Woodland
and the ten acres
of the Storza
Woods — fea-
ture large trees
and shade-loving
flowers.  One of
the spectacular
features of the
Storza Woods is
the 600-foot-
long skywalk
that allows visitors to walk through the treetops 40 feet above the
ground, providing an aerial view of the woodland garden.  The
Fuqua Orchid Center is home to the largest collection of species
orchids in the world.  Its unique Tropical High Elevation House
allows for the correct habitat for orchids and companion plants
from around the equator.  These are only a few of the wonders of
the Atlanta Botanical Garden.
Come join the fun!  Beautiful flowers, good food, good friends.

Atlanta is the place to be seen in 2015!
www.ahs2015convention.org n

Barnes Garden
Yvonne and Glenn McKenney
Bellacree Gardens
Barbara and Harold Verner

Druid City Daylily Garden
William Marchant
Merrily’s Garden
Merrily McLaughlin

Open Gardens: for the 2015 Convention

Convention
continued from page 13
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The question often comes from new hybridizers: “How do I write
a cross? Which is the mother, and which is the father, and which
goes first in the cross equation?
To help answer these questions let us begin with some of the
more elementary aspects of writing a plant cross. First, by cross, we
mean the transfer of pollen from one plant onto the stigma of
another plant. It is represented by the mathematical × symbol (for
PC users, this × is found by pressing and holding the “Alt” key
while simultaneously typing 0215), though the alphabet letter x is
often used because of keyboard expediency. Thus a cross is written:

(maternal (pod) parent × paternal (pollen) parent)
If the cross is successful, the result is children or progeny, i.e.,
hybrids, also called seedlings (sdlg). In reading a more complex
cross in the database,  F1 is the first filial generation of progeny in
a controlled series of crosses, starting with two specific parents.
Subsequent offspring generations are designated by progressing
numbers: F2, F3, etc.
A Backcross is pollination of an F1 with either parent that gen-
erated it.

Open pollinated, often abbreviated OP, is pollination without
human assistance, i.e., by bees, insects or wind.  The pod parent
might be known but the pollen parent usually is not. This would
be written:

(maternal (pod) parent × unknown)
Where the information on the maternal parent has been lost or
never adequately recorded, the cross would be written:

(unknown × unknown)
Let’s take a real example and run it out a couple of generations.
Specifically let’s use one I choose using a random numbers gener-
ator, so no one can accuse me of favoritism.  It selected David
Kirchhoff’s ‘Peggy Turman’.  According to the registration records,
‘Peggy Turman’ resulted from the use of ‘Virginia Franklin Miller’
as the pollen parent and 'Frances Joiner' as the pod parent, and is
written thus:

(‘Frances Joiner’ × ‘Virginia Franklin Miller’)
Interestingly, this same cross resulted in two other registered cul-
tivars for David Kirchhoff, specifically, ‘Singapore Sling’ and ‘Jean
High’.
But what if the pod and pollen parents are seedlings, and the

seedlings
had not been regis-
tered? Continuing with the same example, if ‘Peggy Turman’ had
not been registered yet used as a pod parent, and, if ‘Jean High' a
different sibling of ‘Peggy Turman’ also was not registered yet used
as a pollen parent, David could have submitted a resulting worthy
cultivar as having parentage, either as:

(sdlg × sdlg)  
or

((‘Frances Joiner’ × ‘Virginia Franklin Miller’) × 
(‘Frances Joiner’ × ‘Virginia Franklin Miller’))

In this case, where both  ‘Peggy Turman’ and, ‘Jean High‘ are reg-
istered, a cross using them as noted above would be written as:

(‘Peggy Turman’ × ‘Jean High’)
One of the common terms used incorrectly in submissions, and
that I sometimes need to explain to hybridizers, is “unknown
seedling.”  I have to ask them, “If it is truly unknown, how do you
know it is a seedling?”  What the hybridizer almost always really
means is, “seedling of unknown parentage,” or “seedling of
unknown origin.”
If you are uncertain how to write your cross, especially some of
the crosses that, for archival purposes, you want to list all the
crosses in a complex series of crosses, don’t hesitate to contact me
for suggestions. n

Author’s Note: In this article, as in the database, where we are only
referring to daylily cultivars, the single quotes could be dropped.

Editor’s Note: In the media (such as newsletters and The Daylily
Journal), the first reference to all cultivars is written as follows:

‘Peggy Turman’ (Kirchhoff-D., 1994)
Note the hybridizer attribution and the date of registration is exactly as the
online database shows it. This applies to showing crosses, too. Therefore,
for the media, the cross for ‘Peggy Turman’ would be written as:

‘Frances Joiner’ (Joiner, 1988) × 
‘Virginia Franklin Miller’ (Kirchhoff-D., 1990)

The opening and closing parentheses are not used unless a more com-
plex parentage is being explained. Bolding in this story is for ease of
reading only. 

By Kevin Walek
AHS Registrar
Region 3, Virginia

How to write
a cross

‘Peggy Turman’ (Kirchhoff-D., 1994) 
— Cullen Merritt photo
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My interest in growing and hybridizing daylilies started 20 years
ago in 1994 when my parents Larry and Paulette Miller began col-
lecting daylilies.  I had always been drawn to growing flowers and
vegetables.  As a young boy, I loved playing in the dirt and watch-
ing things grow.  After watching Mom and Dad work with the
daylilies for two years, I also got the daylily bug, so to speak.  This
was the beginning of my journey into this wonderful world.  I made
my very first crosses, harvested the seed, sowed the seed, and
watched them grow.  Then came the ultimate thrill of seeing them
bloom for the very first time.
As our interest in the daylilies grew, my parents and I soon began

buying more and more daylilies and doing more and more crosses.
It was also during this time that we named our garden Small World
Gardens, mostly due to the half-acre size of the gardens.
During the early years, we had the good fortune to meet other

daylily growers in our area like Ed Jordan, who was a close neigh-
bor.  We were invited to join the local daylily club, the Richmond
Area Daylily Society (RADS).  It was through RADS that
hybridizers Bob Clary, Baskerville Knott, and Jerry Dickerson all
became our mentors and close friends. 
My first RADS meeting was a cookout at Paul Compton's gar-

den.  At that meeting, my parents and I talked about hybridizing
and decided on some short-term and long-term goals.  One of
those was to introduce good, clear-white daylilies.  That is when I
first saw ‘Admiral's Braid’ (Stamile,1990).  From that point, I knew
I was in love with whites.  We could not resist buying ‘Admiral's
Braid’ and a few other near whites to work with before leaving the
cookout.  My love of whites is why Pat Stamile named ‘Michael

Miller’ (Stamile, 2000) after me.
After four years, doing hundreds of crosses, and growing thou-

sands of seedlings, we registered and introduced our first five
daylilies in 2001: ‘Small World Codi’, ‘Small World Blue Rainbow’,
‘Small World Pink Circle’, ‘Small World Tornado’, and ‘Small
World Zachari’.
We bought several more daylilies from Pat Stamile and started

communicating with him over the internet.  Before long we
became friends. It was through this friendship with Pat that I
learned more and more. It also was during this time that I became
acquainted with Kevin Walek.  Kevin invited me to go with him to
the Daylily Mecca in Florida. I had a great time, and I learned so
much along the way. 
While in Florida, I was pleased to meet Pat and Grace Stamile,

David Kirchhoff, Mort Morss, Jeff and Elizabeth Salter, Dan and
Jane Trimmer, and Dan Hansen. I learned more about what makes
a good garden daylily besides just a pretty flower. Each and every
one of the hybridizers happily shared valuable information with
me. I tried to soak all of it in while also enjoying their beautiful gar-
dens. The wealth of knowledge that I brought back to Small World
Gardens has helped us break new ground as we continue to
hybridize. Since I first became interested in daylilies, I have striv-
en to learn all that I can. In the process, I have become a garden
judge as well as a senior exhibition judge.
The three of us all have our own hybridizing goals. My mom,

Paulette Miller, has produced some wonderful cultivars by crossing
doubles and small flowers. My dad, Larry Miller, loves all forms,
watermarks, and eyes.  Like Dad, I love all forms. While I love
whites the most, I strive for great clear color that will hold up not
only under direct sun but also under the many different conditions

By Michael Miller
Region 3, Virginia
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found in various gardens. While we strive for
hardy dormants that will do very well in colder
regions of the country, we continue to focus on
higher bud counts, more and well-spaced
branches, strong show scapes, and all around
great garden plants with excellent plant habit
as well as blooms with clear colors.  Though we
have distinctly different hybridizing goals, my
parents and I decided all registrations should
be under my name only. Since we started
hybridizing we have registered and introduced
a total of 293 cultivars.

In those earlier years we were very excited
when we saw this beautiful light pale lavender
pink blend spider blooming for the very first
time. It was to become a very important step
for us when we introduced it as ‘Small World
Twister’ (2006). This remarkable daylily carries
25 buds on 4-way branches on a 42-inch-tall
scape, and that makes this one a great show
scape.

With the introduction of ‘Small World
Snowfox’ (2007), we feel that we achieved one
of our earlier goals of introducing a better
white. In the same year we introduced ‘Small
World Looney Tunes’ (2007). This one gave us
a very nice small flower with great bud count,
color, and a nice edge. It has been a great
hybridizing parent in our program.

Another early goal was reached with the
introduction of ‘Small World Disco Duck’
(2007) a tall 60-inch daylily that has  clear
color as well as 40-plus buds on five-way
branches. This past summer a friend of ours
and a member of RADS, Michael Kendrick,
was helping us in the garden. We were looking
at the amount of buds that had been on 'Small
World Disco Duck', and on one scape alone we
counted 104 bud scars. Checking the other
scapes, we counted anywhere from 85 to 95
scars! This was a nice-sized established clump.
It was the first of three important bud builders
that we have introduced. 'Small World
Lightning Bolt' (2008) and 'Small World
Dancing on the River' (2008) have similar bud
counts. All three of these daylilies add a longer
bloom season and keep on producing more
buds all the way up to the first frost.

Our next big breakthrough came two years
later with a nice watermark on a clear-purple
unusual form that we named ‘Small World
Hello Darling’ (2010). The second goal we
obtained that year was with the introduction of
‘Small World Laughing all the Way’ (2010).
This huge eleven-inch sherbet-orange bloom
with a bud count of 30 on four to five-way
branches atop a 44-inch scape will draw your

See Miller, page 20

(Clockwise from facing page) Michael Miller
registrations ‘Small World 3-D Snowflake’
(2015), ‘Small World Fire in the Hole’ (2011),
‘Small World Twister’ (2006), ‘Small World
Snow Fox’ (2007), ‘Small World Looney
Tunes ’(2007), and ‘Small World  Disco Duck’
(2007).

All photos by Michael Miller
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attention from any part of the
garden.
We were thrilled when we

first saw a fire-engine-red
flower from across the garden,
and we knew this was a game
changer. Its a pure clear red
that is truly sunfast and does
not bleed or melt in full sun
with 90 degree heat. ‘Small
World Christmas Story’
(2010) was to be the name of
this special new daylily. Each year since it was registered it has
been a garden favorite of our many visitors in our AHS Display
Garden.
With the introduction of ‘Small World I'm A Little Batty’

(2011), we reached the next important step in
our program, which was to introduce a small-
er flower on a spider or unusual form. This
has a five-inch bloom of a rich clear-black
purple with a bud count of 35. The second
one registered the same year was ‘Small
World Fire In The Hole’ (2011, see photo
previous page). This vibrant golden yellow
with a fiery orange-red eye and edge on a
five-inch bloom is a real show stopper. It
catches everyone's attention from any part of
the garden. A bud count of 35 makes the
bloom season of this beauty a nice long one
with rebloom that follows the first set of
scapes before they are finished showing off.
In 2012 we passed another goal of having

a very tall unusual form with great bud
count, branching and plant habit. ‘Small
World Evelyn Miller’ (2012) — named for
my father's mother and my grandmother —
met this benchmark with the scapes at 52
inches, blooms eight inches, and a bud count
of 34 on 5-way branches. What makes this
even more striking in the garden is the deep
green throat surrounded by a clear creamy-
yellow color.
After this we introduced one of many hard

dormant daylilies that are best grown in zone 8 and colder. ‘Small
World Area 51’ (2013) has 42-inch scapes with nine-inch blooms
and a bud count of 40 on five- to six-way branches. 
Two of our latest achievements are with the introductions of

‘Small World Paulette's Dbl Trouble’ (2015) and ‘Small World 3-D

Snowflake’
(2015, see
photo previ-
ous page).
‘ S m a l l
World Dbl
Trouble’ is
an intense
o r a n g e
peach blend
color on
5 ¾ - i n c h
blooms that

double 100 percent of the time. Now the registration of ‘Small
World 3-D Snowflake’ brings a huge stride in achieving our first
tetraploid spider double. This one has an eight-inch cream yellow-
to-white bloom on three- to four-way branches, and has a bud
count of 18 to 20.

Some of our future introductions
are SW-22-T-14, SW-13-T-13 and
SW-16-T-13; all three have broken
patterns.  SW-5-D-12 is a very nice
blue-eyed flower. SW-85-T-12 is a
uniquely sculpted flower.  SW-23-
T-12 is creamy white with a toothy
edge and sculpted flower. And SW-
58-T-12 is a gigantic ten-inch red
flower. With these seedlings, the
future looks bright for Small World
Gardens. My current goals include
producing a great clear color bro-
ken pattern adorned with a ton of
teeth.  
One of the greatest things that

has happened over the past 20
years is finding new friends. For the
past 16 years I have attended
Lilyhemmer. This annual fall event
allows me to meet with the other
hybridizers and growers one on
one. It has also given me a chance
to see what is coming out for the
upcoming season. 
I have always been a people per-

son, and meeting new-to-me people that I can talk to about
daylilies is very special. This past summer I was pleased to attend
the AHS national convention in Ashville, North Carolina. At the
event, I helped out with the registration table, allowing me to meet
each and every person in attendance! 

Miller
continued from page 19

‘Small World Paulette’s Dbl Trouble’ (Miller-M., 2015)

‘Small World Hello Darling’
(2010)

‘Small World
Laughing all the

W
(2

Seedling sw-58-t-12-10
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Another aspect of my love of daylilies is the daylily shows. I truly
love putting our introductions in local daylily shows. Not only does
this allow me to show visitors our creations, but I love it when one
of our babies wins Best in Show! And since I am a senior exhibi-
tion judge, I get to travel and judge other shows and see what

daylilies are being grown in the various regions.
My parents and I continue to improve our daylilies and create

exciting new ones, setting the bar higher as we travel this wonder-
ful hybridizing highway with our many, many daylily friends.
Daylilies and friendships: it's a win-win.  n

 d
  the

Way’
(2010)

‘Small World Christmas Story’
(2010)

‘Small World Evelyn Miller’
(2012)

‘Small World Area 51’
(2013)

Seedling sw-85-t-12 2

Seedling sw-13-t-13 4 Seedling sw-16-t-13--333 Seedling sw-22-t-14 Seedling sw-23-t-12 4 Seedling sw-5-d-12
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Daylily lovers and hybridizers share similar daylily
experiences, yet everyone’s beginning is still
unique. The curiosity of my husband, Jim, is what
initiated my love of daylilies. Our children had
graduated from high school, so my days of band and
cheerleader mom, PTA projects, and substitute
teaching were over. I had always
gardened.  Canning, freezing and preserving good-
ies from the garden had been a constant along with
cooking and baking. With new-found time on my
hands, I set out to landscape our country-home set-
ting. 

For years, when I would plant a tree or start a
flower bed, my husband would moan, “Just something to mow
around.”  I did still plant quite a few trees in what was an old
orchard and pasture, and I planted containers around the house,
but now I was looking for tough perennials to go in beds. 

Harold Dempsey, who registered a few daylilies in the early
1990s, lived about an hour from our home in Texarkana, Arkansas,
and Jim had noticed a daylily garden sign there and lots of flowers
around his white two-story home. He mentioned it to me, and my
reply was that daylilies were orange and yellow.  I was not a fan of
orange, nor was I looking for yellow. It would be nice, though, if
daylilies came in pink. He actually tried to get me to drive over

there, but I remained disinterested.  Finally he
took it upon himself to stop and look. That
evening he informed me that there were pink
daylilies.  Knowing his broad interpretation of
color, I was still skeptical, but I did accompany him
on a later trip. 

When I finally did go look at Dempsey's garden,
I was amazed at the array of colors.  I purchased
many daylilies that summer of 1999, and with
Dempsey’s instructions in mind, began to pollinate
before I got them out of the pots. 

It was the anticipation of developing something
new that so attracted me. Two years later, while
loading up for a predawn fishing trip, I shone my
flashlight on that opening bud. Yes, it was going to
be purple or something close. I had achieved my

first goal: daylilies in colors I prefer for landscaping.
I had no idea that there was such a daylily world out there. I

tried to find other daylily sellers close to home that I could buy
from. I found Mabel Matthews near Dallas and Jack Carpenter’s
The Lily Farm just two hours to the south. All I had so far were
diploids, but my son wanted to try his hand with tets. As we drove
up to The Lily Farm entrance, I was amazed all over againཀ That
was the first of many trips.  

On later visits, I noticed an odd look to some of Carpenter’s
dips. I didn’t recognize them as patterns at the time, just odd look-
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By Sandy Nall
Region 13, Arkansas

 

Sandy Nall
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ing. I later learned that he had been hybridizing and registering
patterned daylilies such as ‘Texas Kaleidoscope’ (Carpenter-J.,
2001) for some time. 

I bought what he would let me have, just a few of those odd dip
seedlings along with some amazing tets.  The most pleasant mem-
ories of those visits were of riding around with Josie Bomar, his pre-
cious daylily partner.   

Crossing those few odd dips gave me the beginnings of what was
to become some interesting blooms.  One flower that I considered
a breakthrough for me popped up in the middle of my tet seedling
bed. I recorded it as a question mark in my books since I had no
cross information on it. I didn’t even know if it was a dip or a tet.
But since it showed the odd eye, I tried crossing it with a dip and
it worked. It must have been a stray dip seed, yet I am usually very
careful. Nonetheless, it is in the background of most all of my pur-
ples.

I have to admit that I had the “big eye” — I had difficulty refin-
ing my hybridizing goals — and wanted to work with a little bit of
everything to begin with.  Some of my first choices to introduce
were dip doubles, my favorite being ‘Lilylands Melon Sorbet’ (Nall-

S., 2011). As time went by, I
became aware that there were
too many hybridizers out there
getting similar results as I was
getting with the exception of these unusual-looking dips. Every
year more and more patterns appeared among my seedlings, and I
began to make crosses that would improve plant habit and sub-
stance.

I sent a few seedling pictures to our Region 13 meeting in Hot
Springs in 2010 and got quite a bit of positive feedback. Lee
Pickles was our speaker, and he invited me to the 2010 hybridizers
meeting in Chattanooga, Tenn., where I shared my progress in pat-
terned diploids. The folks there were extremely encouraging,
greatly increasing my confidence in my chosen direction.

My first patterned daylily introduction was ‘Believing in Design’
(2011), an evergreen that does well in the north and has good sub-
stance, bud count, and growth. The pattern is very dim on the
sepals, but I have had good sepal results from selfing and crossing
with other things. Several more were proving to be good possibili-

DJ Spring 15 ~23~

Seedling J60 Seedling H07 Seedling G60 Seedling J43

See Nall, page 24

(Sandy Nall daylilies from left, facing page) ‘Cloak of Righteousness’ (2014), ‘Like a Shepherd’ (2013),
‘Multitudes of Mercies’ (2014), and ‘Multitudes of Mercies’ on another day in the hybridizer’s garden.
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ties, but in July of 2011, I was hit with
Chronic Fatigue Syndrome and all my
plans needed to be readjusted. I slowly
recovered to the point of being able to
do about 25 percent of what I could do
before. I needed help and was very
impressed with a young hybridizer south
of me in Louisiana. I asked him if he
would be interested in growing, observ-
ing, and marketing my daylilies. I deliv-
ered my next possibilities to Josh and
Nikki Jaques of Bayou Bend Daylilies.

Josh and I offered my first group of
flowers last spring. There were nine dips
and one tet, ‘Sustain Me’ (Nall-S.,
2013), from my quest for blue eyes.  It is
not very blue, but has a pretty shaped
and colored eye, a few teeth and a lot of
blooms. ‘Happy Heart Monitor’ (2013) is
probably my favorite for just being pret-
ty; it reminds me of a heart monitor
screen with the pencil edge of the eye
jumping up and down. ‘Like a Shepherd’
(2013), a kid from ‘Lilyland’s Fried
Eggplant’ (2010), shows so many faces,
beginning with deep bronze early on and
going into lighter shades of peach and
lavender with near white sepals. ‘Like a
Child’ (2012) has wonderful substance
with a metallic look in its bands and odd
streaking in the sepals. It produces dis-
tinct bands in its kids.  ‘I Will Look Up’
(2013) has a more dainty look, and I
have used it a lot for blue. ‘Triumphant
Shout’ (2013) is a huge thick flower with
color variations that pictures cannot
capture; it has produced two very unusu-
al seedlings, G60 and F72. Finishing the
group are ‘Tread Lightly’ (2013),
‘Picking Berries’ (2012) — a really cute
mini — and ‘Joyous Festival’ (2011), a
large, open-faced, eyed, coral-red which
came from a patterned parent, so it has a
pattern in its background.
This spring’s intros are heavy with

purples coming from seedlings that came from the 2003
Carpenter seedlings I bought and the 2006 tet bed surprise flower

mentioned.  They are ‘Wine and
Water’ (2014), ‘Unveiled Face’ (2014)
with a wonderful scape, ‘Blessed is the
Man’ (2014) with its white rimmed
sepals, and ‘Multitudes of Mercies’
(2014) showing off its gorgeous taupe
brown over a purple patterned eye that
messes with my mind. Possibly because
of the heat and drought of the last few
years, it has hidden much of the brown
to reveal a wonderful purple pattern on
a good plant and great parent. ‘Delight
in the Lord’ (2014) has a nice pink
reverse bitone pattern.  Josh’s favorite
was ‘Establish the Just’ (2014), with a
green throat and watermark extending
far out into the petal and sepals. To me
the best of all is ‘Cloak of
Righteousness’ (2014). It can reach
eight inches with just ordinary care. It
has a wide, thick, open face, and light-
ly ruffled petals that can display a mar-
velously artistic broken and streaked
eye pattern. It patterns more consis-
tently in cooler temperatures or with
some shade, noting that my summer
temps are often in three digits.
One of my early registrations that I

gave as a gift with some of my intros,
‘Lilyland’s Fried Eggplant’, has produced
‘Like a Shepherd’ (2013) and seedlings
I20 and H07. The latter is a parent to
J37, a nine-inch floppy unusual form
which has shown breaks in the eyezone.
Selfed kids from ‘Believing in Design’
are H87 and H120. Almost all of the
large, pinwheel-looking flowers are out
of a seedling that will never be regis-
tered due to slow growth, but it has par-
ented flowers over seven inches such as
J60 and many other large siblings, sever-
al with eye breaks. Two of the best with
broken eyes out of ‘Cloak of
Righteousness’ are a pink J19 and a
peach J65, with several others under

See Nall
continued from page 23

Seedling H52 Seedling H64 Seedling H118 Seedling J37

‘Happy Heart Monitor ’ (2013)‘Happy Heart Monitor ’ (2013)

‘Establish the Just’ (2014)‘Establish the Just’ (2014)

‘Blessed is the Man’ (2014)‘Blessed is the Man’ (2014)
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 J37 Seedling H120 Seedling H72 Seedling J50

observation. 
I pollinate in the field only, and the

heat and drought cause many attempts
to fail. Thus I am sure I have missed
out on some good crosses that would
have taken me in different directions.
Our summers are long and hot. That is
one reason I am anxious to see what
other hybridizers can do with these
flowers. I would love to see
‘Multitudes of Mercies’ crossed with
something to stabilize the brown. I
believe that ‘Cloak of Righteousness’
will add good substance to blooms

with broken eyes. The purple line is producing
wonderful patterns and even diploid teeth as
seen in J47.  J50 is from a cross that just seems
to have a quirk in it, more noticeable in the
bloom habit of one of its siblings. 

There are many learned daylily lovers who
can give better explanations than I on this
subject. 

However, what I have found is that you can
make choices, you can visualize the outcome,
and you can even be familiar with genetics, but
the flowers will show you things you didn’t
know were there. And you find yourself follow-
ing the flowers. I find that breathtaking. n

Seedling H87
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It seems I have a
genetic mutation
of sorts, something
called a ‘collecting
gene’; and chances
are, if you are reading
this, you may have it

too!  All my life I collected
things – match covers, bottle

caps, butterflies, hockey and base-
ball cards, stamps, coins and rocks,

before graduating to antiques and other items
as I got older.
Over 30 years ago I became afflicted

with the ‘orchid disease’.  It starts inno-
cently with one or two orchids, and
the next thing you know, you are
wondering where you could build a
greenhouse for your
ever-expanding collec-
tion!  Sound vaguely
familiar?  The orchids
gradually disappeared
(probably for lack of a
greenhouse), and I

turned to perennial gardening.  Of course, I had
daylilies, landscaper specials from the garden cen-
ter and some great ones I dug for free from the
roadside.  Then one day a ‘friend’ introduced me
to the wonderful world of hybrid daylilies.  I was

immediately hooked and knew it!  He gave me with new plants
and even pollen from a brand new introduction.  As I had crossed
a few orchids in the past, I knew what to do and started spread-
ing daylily pollen right from the start.  It would have been helpful,
however, to have the dip and tet lesson first!
I started to think seriously about breeding goals and wondered where

a small backyard hybridizer could make a contribution to the world of
daylilies.  A story I remembered from my orchid days was how breeders
took a miniature species of ‘moth orchid’, Phalaenopsis stuartiana,which
had a few small spots and speckles around the throat region and
through many generations of selective breeding managed to produce
large, modern hybrids that are fully spotted across the petals and sepals
of the flower.  I was struck by the fact that there were no daylilies with
“spots” like we see in orchids, Asiatic lilies and many other genera.  Why
not daylilies?  A goal was struck.

SPECKLES
I started to collect as many speckled cultivars as possible with

the idea that all that was needed was to breed for larg-
er speckles and to have them spaced out a bit.  After
all it worked for orchids – how difficult could it be?
Early on it became apparent that what I considered
speckled, others called stippled and that there is a
wide range of expression for this effect.   I personally
differentiate between the two based upon the size of
the dots.  Stippling, in my opinion is very fine, like a
dusted effect.  In some cases it almost looks like a self
that just lacked enough pigment to cover the tepals
fully.  You have to look closely to see the stippling.  I
see speckles as being larger, more discrete areas of
pigmentation that stand out from the base color of
the tepals.  Stipples may breed for speckles and ulti-
mately spots, but my preference was to work with

By Dave Mussar
Region 4, Ontario

‘Expanding Universe’ (Petit,
1998) flower and petal detail 

   
  

Phalaenopsis
— Dave Mussar photo

‘Dizzy   

(Above from left) ‘Cherry
Stripes’ (Mussar, 2013);

Judy Davisson seedling 13-9
petal detail; ‘Spots Before
my Eyes’ (Mussar, 2013);
‘Pitter Patter’ (Fass-P.,

1972); and Judy Davisson
seedling 14-28.
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‘Connect the Dots’ 
(Jerabek, 2001) 

‘Speckles’ 
(Ziarko-Rood, 1998) 

‘Seurat’
(Moldovan, 1990)

‘Speckled Trout’ 
(Adams, 1997)

All photos by Dave Mussar
unless noted otherwise

‘Drop Cloth’
(Salter, 1995)

plants already exhibiting greater separation in pigmentation.
The first cultivar I acquired toward this goal was ‘Expanding

Universe’ (Petit, 1998), which has fine speckling over the entire sur-
face.  It is not very happy in my northern garden but has survived and
is behind many of my speckled seedlings.  ‘Connect the Dots’
(Jerabek, 2001) and ‘Speckles’ (Ziarko-Rood, 1998) are both dor-
mants and have been cornerstones to my program.  ‘Connect the
Dots’ features fine purple speckles over a cream base, where ‘Speckles’
has orange-red speckles over a pale orange base.  Many speckled

plants have non-speckled parents.  ‘Connect the Dots’ for example is
out of ‘Elan’ (Whatley, 1990), a near white × ‘Yuma’ (Whatley, 1979),
a yellow with a rose-bronze overlay.  I assume that the speckles derive
from the overlay color.  Like many other patterned daylilies, speckled
flowers exhibit some variability, being speckled sometimes and pro-
ducing a more mottled look as the speckles seem to coalesce other
times.  Often both looks appear on a clump the same day suggesting
that this may not be an environmental effect.  
Other speckled flowers I have used include ‘Seurat’ (Moldovan,

1990), ‘Speckled Trout’ (Adams, 1997), ‘Drop
Cloth’ (Salter, 1995), ‘Dizzy Dots’ (Mercer-R, 1998)
and ‘Dotted Swiss’ (Dickerson, 1990).  Sydney
Eddison, in her book A Passion For Daylilies, men-
tioned that Van Sellers had a future introduction
“…which is pink stippled on white – ‘like a plicata
iris’” that I eventually identified as ‘Accent on View’
(Sellers, 1990).  Speckled flowers can be found in a
wide variety of forms including large open forms like
‘Greywoods Spiders Lair’ (Wilkinson, 2003),
‘O’Bannon Orchid’ (Williams-S, 2013) and ‘Streaks N’
Strokes’ (Marshall-Earl, 2008).  There are speckled eye-

‘Dizzy Dots’ (Mercer-R., 1998) ‘Accent on View’ (Sellers, 1990) ‘Greywood’s Spiders Lair’
(Wilkinson, 2003)

See Spots and Stripes, page 28
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‘Peppered Leopard’
(Faulkner, 2011) and
‘Greywoods Dotcalm’ (Wilkinson,
2003), and some
with fine speckles
just on the petal
tips like ‘Dotted
Petals’ (Sellers,
1990) and mini’s
like ‘Dappled
D y n a m o ’
(Derrow, 2013).
There are even
double forms like
‘Spotted Fever’

(Brown-Oakes, 1995).  A few other popular
examples include ‘Spacecoast Freaky Tiki’
(Kinnebrew-J, 2006) and ‘Mark’s Bouquet’
(Agosta, 2006, see photo on page 39).  
In crossing speckled flowers with other

speckles sometimes they produce offspring
that are so intensely speckled, they start to
look like selfs!  Some nicely speckled kids
have been produced including ‘Spots Before

My Eyes’ (Mussar, 2013, see photo on page
27) and numerous seedlings under evaluation
by several hybridizers.  We have also seen
flowers which exhibit both speckles and the
mottled or plicata look such as ‘Splatter’
(Mussar, 2011), ‘Strawberry Milkyway’ (Bush-
C, 2014) and ‘Long Ago In a Galaxy Far Far
Away’ (Bush-C, 2015).

‘Spotted Fever’ (Brown-Oakes,
1995) — Gus Guzinski photo

‘Streaks N’ Strokes’ (Marshall-Earl,
2008) — Loretta Zink photo

‘Peppered Leopard’ (Faulkner, 2011)
— courtesy of the hybridizer

‘Spacecoast Freaky Tiki’ (Kinnebrew-J.,
2006) — Linda Sue Barnes photos

‘O’Bannon Orchid’
(Williams-S., 2013)

Spots and Stripes
continued 
from page 27

‘Splatter’ (Mussar, 2011) ‘Strawberry Milkyway’(Bush-C.,
2014) — courtesy of the hybridizer

‘Long Ago in a Galaxy Far Far
Away’ (Bush-C., 2015) 

— courtesy of the hybridizer

Dave Mussar seedling 03-1
‘Connect the Dots’ (Jerabek,
2001) × ‘Wedding Band’

(Stamile, 1987)

Dave Mussar seedling 03-37
‘Connect the Dots’ × ‘Expanding

Universe’ (Petit, 1998)

Dave Mussar seedling 747A 
‘Spots Before my Eyes’ (Mussar,
2013) × ‘Connect the Dots’

Dave Mussar seedling 752C 
Seedling × ‘Connect the Dots’

Dave Mussar seedling 827A
‘Splatter’ (Mussar, 2011) × ‘Drop

Cloth’ (Salter, 1995)

Chad Bush seedling 1
‘Long Ago in a Galaxy Far Far
Away’ (Bush-C., 2015) ×
unknown — courtesy of the
hybridizer

Speckled seedlings

Chad Bush seedling 2
‘Long Ago in a Galaxy Far Far

Away’ × unknown
— courtesy of the hybridizer

Chad Bush seedling 6
‘Long Ago in a Galaxy Far Far

Away’ × unknown
— courtesy of the hybridizer

MaryAnn Pruden seedling 1
seedling × seedling

— courtesy of the hybridizer

Dave Mussar seedling 04-34
‘Speckles’ (Ziarko-Rood.,

1998) × ‘Expanding Universe’
(Petit, 1998)

Dave Mussar seedling 14-01 
‘Splatter’ × ‘Xochipilli’
(Kirchhoff-D., 2010)

Elaine Seifert seedling
‘Something Marvelous’

(Salter, 2002) × ‘Red Friday’
(Agin, 2007) — courtesy of

the hybridizer

See Spots and Stripes, page 29
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Angel Love (Trimmer, 2013) Binding the Shadows (Salter-E.H., 2014) Boo Crew (Salter, 2014) Born to be Wild (Pierce-G., 2011) Bowtie Affair (Pierce-G., 2013) Check Me Out (Harry-P., 2013)

Cherry Top Hat (Carpenter-
Carpenter, 2013)

Dan’s Garden Party (Trimmer, 2013) Delaney’s Rainbow (Trimmer, 2013) Dr Celia Stump (Grace-L., 2012) Enchanted Imp Salter-E.H., 2014) Fascinating Flight (Salter, 2014)

Fashionable Fringe (Salter, 2014) Fashion Icon (Harry-P., 2013) Flat Out Fabulous (Harry-P., 2013) His Tender Mercy (Grace-L., 2014) I Believe in Visions (Grace-L., 2014) Jalapeno Crunch (Salter, 2014)

Kaleidoscope Echo Chamber 
(Carpenter-Carpenter, 2013)

Kaleidoscope Force Field 
(Carpenter-Carpenter, 2013)

Kiss of Paradise (Pierce-G., 2013) Mackenzie’s Rainbow (Trimmer, 2013) Mary Ann Naranjo 
(Carpenter-Carpenter, 2013)

Mayans’ Dawn (Pierce-G., 2013)

Metallic Apparition (Harry-P., 2013) Mister Big Stuff (Salter, 2013) Nile Princess (Pierce-G., 2013) Rings of Saturn 
(Carpenter-Carpenter, 2013)

Rose Colored Rainbow (Harry-P., 2013) Sarah Starchak (Pierce-G., 2013)

Secret Sentinel (Salter-E.H., 2014) Simple Marks (Salter-E.H., 2014) Simply Leaves Me Breathless
(Harry-P., 2012)

Spinefeld (Stamile-Pierce, 2012) Stellar Stitchery (Salter, 2014) Stenciled Infusion (Pierce-G., 2013)

Sunflower Blues (Trimmer, 2013) Sweet Cotton Candy (Pierce-G., 2013) Tavares Dark Star (Harry-P., 2013) Tavares Special Effects 
(Harry-P., 2013)

The Fantastic Barbara Watts
(Salter, 2014)

Unfolding Mysteries 
(Grace-L., 2012)
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SPOTS
While speckled breeding has not yet

produced larger spots, there have been
some alternative strategies.  Many of
these have involved the use of Tet.

‘Trahlyta’ (Childs-F., 1982) or its off-
spring.  These cultivars may exhibit large spots of color of a darker shade
of the base coloration.  This effect appears to be temperature depend-
ent, appearing on cooler mornings, and then fading or disappearing
entirely as the day becomes warmer.  Curt Hanson was the first to note
this in some of his introductions such as ‘Jerry Hyatt’ (Hanson-C, 2006),
‘Accidental Tourist’ (Hanson-C, 2006) and ‘In Taffeta Patterns’
(Hanson-C, 2008).  Jamie Gossard has had success with his ‘Purple
Cheetah’ (Gossard, 2006), ‘Purple Chameleon’ (Gossard, 2006) and
‘Upgrade’ (Gossard, 2007).  More recently William Marchant has a line
of spotted intros from Tet. ‘Trahlyta’ breeding that include ‘Granny’s
Smokehouse’ (Marchant, 2012), ‘Memnoch’s Lair’ and ‘Memnoch’s
Bride’ (both Marchant, 2013).   Heidi Douglas has a 2015 intro in ‘Dr
Freckles Mr Hyde’ (Douglas-H., 2015) that comes from non-’Trahlyta’
breeding and has multiple personalities with Dr Freckles making an
appearance only in the morning.  Likewise, Anna Carlson has found a

novel source for spots and an unusual coloration in her seedling RAV-
11-065 (‘Poinsettia’ [Stout, 1963] × ‘Aabachee’ [Cheetham-R., 1957]).
My own experience in crossing tet. ‘Trahlyta’ or its kids with speckled
flowers has just produced purple or red selfs.  I suspect that the color-
fading mechanism for producing spots does not enhance the areas of
pigmentation we currently see in speckled flowers.
We are starting to see a few small true spots of pigmentation pop

up on some cultivars and seedlings.  ‘Dust and Gravity’ (DeVito,
2011) has a few smoky lilac polka dots that appear randomly on its
petals.  Judy Davisson reported spots appearing on the petals of
some of her seedlings this past summer.  Her 13-9 had notable light
purple polka dots appear on the petal tips, and her 14-28 had some
red-orange dots.  A cultivar that produces both dots and dashes is
‘Doctor Strangelove’ (Cochenour, 2007).  Small dots also appear
on some older registered cultivars including ‘Tigger’ (Stamile,
1989), ‘Krakatoa Lava’ (Morton, 1989), ‘Fire King’ (Benz, 1991)
and ‘Dragons Eye’ (Salter-E.H., 1991).  Rich Howard has an image
on his website of ‘Pink Aberration’ (Whatley, 2003) showing a few
definite spots along the petal edge.  While on the older cultivars
the spots may be environmentally caused, perhaps by a cooler than
normal summer, it does suggest that there is genetic potential in
these cultivars and perhaps others to produce spots.  
A little known cultivar is ‘Pitter Patter’ (Fass-P, 1972) that has

‘Trahlyta’ (Childs-F., 1982)
— Tim Fehr photo

‘Jerry Hyatt’ (Hanson-C., 2006)
— courtesy of the hybridizer

‘In Taffeta Patterns’ (Hanson-C.,
2008) — courtesy of the hybridizer

(Above) Dave
Mussar
seedling from

‘Pitter Patter’
(Fass-P., 1972) ×
‘Pink Stripes’
(Derrow,
2006)
(Left)

‘Upgrade’
(Gossard,
2007)
— courtesy
of the
hybridizers ‘Purple Cheetah’ 

(Gossard, 2006)
‘Granny’s Smokehouse’

(Marchant, 2012)
— courtesy of the hybridizer

‘Memnoch’s Lair’ 
(Marchant, 2013) 

— courtesy of the hybridizer

‘Dr Freckles Mr Hyde’
(Douglas-H., 2015)

— courtesy of the hybridizer

‘Dust and Gravity’ (DeVito, 2011)
— courtesy of the hybridizer

‘Dr Strangelove’ 
(Cochenour, 2007)

‘Tigger’ (Stamile, 1989)
— Anna Carlson photo

‘Dragons Eye’ 
(Salter-E.H., 1991) 

— Ann Mosconi photo

Spots and Stripes
continued from page 27

Curt   
— cou    
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white dots, suggesting an absence
of pigmentation on the tepals.
The effect seems to be more pro-
nounced in warmer weather and
sometimes barely noticeable if
the summer is cool.  Not much is

known about how it breeds.
However, Brian Mahieu reported
having a polka-dot seedling from
a cross of two ‘Pitter Patter’
seedlings.   I have a seedling from
a cross of ‘Pitter Patter’ and ‘Pink

Stripes’ that shows both spots
and stripes so there is some evi-
dence that this white spotted
patterning can be passed on
genetically.  This needs to be
explored further.

   on-C.,
     bridizer

‘Yankee Pinstripes’
(Howard, 2013) — courtesy

of the hybridizer

  
  

    dizer

  
  

   o

Curt Hanson seedling 5385
— courtesy of the hybridizer

Curt Hanson seedling 5406
— courtesy of the hybridizer

Curt Hanson seedling 5902
— courtesy of the hybridizer

Judy Davisson seedling 14-28
(See flower on page 27)

— courtesy of the hybridizer

Judy Davisson seedling 13-9
— courtesy of the hybridizer

Anna Carlson seedling RAV-11-965
‘Poinsettia’ (Stout, 1953) ×

‘Aabachee’ (Cheetham-R., 1957)
— courtesy of the hybridizer

Spotted seedlings

DJ Spring 15

STRIPES
An exciting and rapidly growing area
of interest is that of striped daylily pat-
terns.  Much of this can be attributed
to two cultivars: ‘Pink Stripes’
(Derrow, 2006) — which survived
years of neglect in an overgrown field
and was finally registered at the urg-

ing of Richard Norris — and
‘Peppermint Ice’ (Lovell, 2004).  Currently

the registration database shows 15 cultivars with
‘Pink Stripes’ in their parentage, while there

are five hybrids from ‘Peppermint Ice’.  Not all of the reg-
istered offspring exhibit stripes, and a few are not yet in
circulation.  However, many are striped.  Notable ‘Pink
Stripes’ kids include ‘Yankee Pinstripes’ (Howard, 2013),
‘Plum Striped’ (Zink, 2014), and ‘Cyclone Twister’
(Lovell, 2011).  Offspring from ‘Peppermint Ice’ include
‘Lovely Margie’ (Lovell, 2005), ‘Tande’ (Lovell, 2011),
and ‘Diva in Zebra’ (Pruden, 2014).  ‘Cherry Stripes’
(Mussar, 2013) is a cross of ‘Pink Stripes’ × ‘Peppermint
Ice’.  There are many hybridizers actively pursuing
striped breeding programs and you can see some of their

Brian Mahieu seedling from two
‘Pitter Patter’ seedlings

— courtesy of the hybridizer

See Spots and Stripes, page 32

(Below, from top)
‘Peppermint Ice’
(Lovell, 2004) 
‘Pink Stripes’
(Derrow, 2006)
— Bill Waldrop
photo

‘Plum Striped’ (Zink, 2014)
— courtesy of the hybridizer

‘Cyclone Twister’ (Lovell, 2011)
— courtesy of the hybridizer

‘Lovely Margie’
(Lovell, 2005)

‘Diva in Zebra’ (Pruden, 2014)
— courtesy of the hybridizer

‘Cherry Stripes’ (Mussar, 2013) ‘Fizziwig’ (Weston-J., 1998)
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seedlings here.  
As you will read else-

where in this publication,

Bill Waldrop has successful-
ly converted ‘Pink Stripes’
to tetraploid and is starting
to bloom striped tetraploid
seedlings.  I have converted

‘Cherry Stripes’ and hope
to see a few seedlings in
2015.  It will be very excit-
ing to see striped patterns at
the tetraploid level.

BROKEN COLOR
PATTERNS

Recently we have started to
see the emergence of color breaks even larg-

er than those currently seen in the striped category, and so far
these seem confined to tetraploids.  ‘Augie’s Unique Beauty’
(Krupien, 2007) was registered posthumously by Rich Howard for
its garden value.  Like many striped cultivars, it can have a vari-
able effect, sometimes producing an all-yellow petal or occasional-
ly an all-yellow flower on the same scape as a patterned bloom.
After blooming several hundred seedlings from ‘Augie’s Unique

Beauty’, mostly crossed with speckles, I’ve yet to see this pattern
passed on to its progeny, but I will keep trying.  Rich Howard had
a novel, unrelated seedling appear that he registered as ‘Explosion
in the Paint Factory’ (Howard-R, 2013).  To date in limited use,
this parent has not yet produced any patterned kids.
Gayle Story introduced ‘Shattered’ (Story, 2006), which shows a

broken color pattern and is reported to pass it on occasionally.
However, its parent, ‘Broken Promise’ (Story, 2006) sometimes

Spots and Stripes
continued from page 31

Tet ‘Pink Stripes’, converted by Bill
Waldrop — Bill Waldrop photo

Loretta Zink seedling 
‘Old Termite’ (Baxter, 2005)
× ‘Pink Stripes’ (Derrow,
2006)— courtesy of the

hybridizer

Loretta Zink seedling
‘Lovely Margie’ (Lovell, 2005)
seedling × ‘Pink Stripes’ seedling
— courtesy of the hybridizer

Mike Derrow seedling
‘Indy Floppy Mama’ (Anderson-
D., 1996) × ‘Pink Stripes’ —
courtesy of the hybridizer

Striped seedlings

Kathy Rinke seedling 2(1)
(‘Yazoo Wild Violet’ × ‘Ya Ya

Girl’) × ‘Pink Stripes’
— courtesy of the hybridizer

Robin Calderon seedling 329-9
‘Flutterby’  (Childs-F., 1981) 

× ‘Pink Stripes’
— courtesy of the hybridizer

Robin Calderon seedling 
703-3 ‘Flutterby’ ×

‘Peppermint Ice’ (Lovell, 2004)
— courtesy of the hybridizer

Robin Calderon seedling 646-3
‘Indy Misty Love’ (Anderson-D.,

1995) × ‘Pink Stripes’
— courtesy of the hybridizer

Robin Calderon seedling 1091-
4  ‘Indy Misty Love’ ×

‘Peppermint Ice’ 
— courtesy of the hybridizer

Bill Waldrop seedling 4-
564 Tet seedlings from

converted ‘Pink Stripes’ —
courtesy of the hybridizer

(Left) ‘Augie’s
Unique Beauty’
(Krupien, 2007)
— Rich Howard

photo
(Right) ‘Augie’s
Unique Beauty’
growing in a
clump with one
flower showing
no broken color
while the rest of
the flowers on
the same scape
do. 

Kathy Rinke seedling  b(1)
(‘Yazoo Wild Violet’ × ‘Ya Ya

Girl’) × ‘Pink Stripes’
— courtesy of the hybridizer

MaryAnn Pruden 
seedling 3651 from (‘Smoke
Scream’ [Gossard, 2004]×
Mahieu seedling) × ‘Emerald
Starburst’ (Doorakian, 2004)
— courtesy of
the hybridizer
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shows a color break, and it seems to breed for it more
often.  
An exciting development has been Nicole DeVito’s
new release of ‘Undefinable’ (DeVito, 2014), which

features both spots and large blotches of pur-
ple over a cream base, producing a vari-
able look on a daily basis.  Nicole has
also noted that this cultivar can pass
on its patterning to some of its kids,

opening the door for new avenues in pat-
tern breeding!

Elaine Seifert has a purple seedling with large white
blotches.  Don Lovell has a tet. seedling that can show white
blotches over a lavender base on occasion. This past summer,
Paul Owen had a novel broken pattern seedling appear in the
garden.  This was unique in that it was a true ‘sport’ that
emerged as a runner from one of eight clumps of a seedling

lined out for possible introduction and was totally unlike the mother
plant or anything else in the garden!
Speckles, stripes and some broken color patterns often appear spontaneously in the

seedling patch, perhaps the result of a spontaneous mutation.  The genetics behind these types of effects are complex and not
well understood.  For further details please refer to “Daylily Genetics – Part 3 Variegated or broken flower colors: Jumping
genes?” in The Daylily Journal Summer 2011 issue.  What is clear, however, is that speckles, spots, stripes and broken color pat-
terns can all be produced through focused breeding programs.  These hold the promise for exciting future developments in new
daylily patterns.  n

‘Explosion in the
Paint Factory’
(Howard-R.,
2013) — cour-
tesy of the

hybridizer

‘Shattered’ 
(Story, 2006) 
— Bill Waldrop

photo

‘Undefinable’
(DeVito,
2014) —
courtesy of
the hybridizer

Nicole
DeVito
seedling
0491
from
‘Undefinable’
× ‘’Bites Like a
Thousand Teeth’ (DeVito, 2013)     

— courtesy of the hybridizer

Paul Owen seedling number 9-015 is a sport off a plant with no broken
color.  Though originally a single-fan sport, it’s matured and increased.
All the blooms have the broken color pattern, though the pattern itself is
unique to each flower.                                           — Paul Owen photos

Broken color pattern seedlings

Don Lovell’s seedling 02T113 that has since been composted (for poor
branching and bud count) shows significant color breaks, but like the
Paul Owen seedling, it varies from flower to flower. On the left is a Don
Lovell photo, while the photo of the right is a Dave Mussar photo.

An Elaine Seifert
seedling from ‘Swallow
Tail Kite’ (Hanson-C.,
1998) × ‘Voices Carry’
(Hanson-C., 1996) 
— courtesy of the

hybridizer
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DJ Spring 15THE 2014 POPULARITY POLL RESULTS
The main focus of the American Hemerocallis Society is educa-

tion.  As members we are responsible to give accurate information
to others.  The Popularity Poll is just one of the tools of the
Educational Outreach Committee, which also includes the AHS
Archives and History Committee, the Media Library, AHS E-
News and Display Gardens.  The purpose of the Pop Poll is to
gather information on the daylilies that grow well in each region
of the U.S. and Canada, not just the prettiest face or the newest
and unproven plants. This information is available for new grow-
ers or prospective growers of daylilies in each region.  It is impor-
tant for our future growth as a Society that new daylily growers
have good success with the plants they choose to grow.
There has been a marked decline over the last two or three years

in the participation of voters in the AHS Pop Poll.  It is our
responsibility as members of AHS to vote.  The ballot should be
available in each region’s spring newsletter as well as on the AHS
website, which makes it very easy to vote.  You can choose one or
up to ten names on the ballot, five of which can be write-ins.
Some clubs have Pop Poll parties with the opportunity to vote a
paper ballot or electronically right there at the club meeting.
Some clubs give a door prize to one of the voters at the meeting.
These are just a couple suggestions that can help increase partici-
pation in the Pop Poll.
I hope that we can see a large increase in voters in 2015.

— Dorothian Meyer 
Popularity Poll Special Chair

Top vote getter: ‘White Eyes Pink Dragon’ (Gossard, 2006) See front cover

Second place (tie)

‘Primal Scream’ 
(Hanson-C., 1994)

— Louise James photo

Fourth place (tie)

‘Fear Not’
(Emmerich, 2005)

— Julie Covington photo

‘Carnival in Mexico’
(Santa Lucia, 2000)

— Rebecca Board photo

‘Scarlet Pimpernel’
(Ripley, 2006)

— Brenda Macy photo

Region 1

Top vote getter: ‘Primal Scream’ (Hanson-C., 1994) See front cover

‘Ruby Spider’
(Stamile, 1991)

— Louise James photo

‘Webster’s Pink Wonder’ 
(Webster-Cobb, 2003)

— Debbie Monbeck photo

Fourth place (tie)

‘Heavenly Angel Ice’
(Gossard, 2004)

— Claude Carpenter photo

‘All American Chief’
(Sellers, 1994)

— Ann Monroe photo

Second place Third place

Top vote getter: ‘Margo Reed Indeed’ (Murphy-J.P., 2004) See front cover

‘Screamcicle’
(Cochenour, 2003)

— Courtesy of the hybridizer

‘Dorothy and Toto’
(Herrington-K., 2003)

— Courtesy of the hybridizer

Third place

‘Magic of Oz’
(Herrington-H., 1995)
— Rich Rosen photo

‘Heavenly Angel Ice’
(Gossard, 2004)

Fourth place Fifth place

See Region 2,
fourth place

Region 2

Second place

Region 3

‘Bela Lugosi’ 
(Hanson-C., 1995)

— Curtis Montgomery photo
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DJ Spring 15

FavoritesTHE 2014 POPULARITY POLL RESULTS by region!
your

‘Scarlet Pimpernel’
(Ripley, 2006)

— Brenda Macy photo

Top vote getters (tie): ‘Sun Panda’ (Culver-B., 2009) and ‘Webster’s Pink Wonder’ (Webster-Cobb, 2003) See front cover

‘Mabou’
(Mason-M., 2003)

— Brenda Macy photo

‘Rose F. Kennedy’
(Doorakian, 2007)

— courtesy of the hybridizer

Region 4

Top vote getter: ‘Dorothy and Toto’ (Herrington-K., 2003) See front cover
Second place (tie)

‘Everybody Loves Earnest’
(Herrington-T., 2005)

— courtesy of the hybridizer

‘Sebastian the Crab’
(Joiner-J., 2003)

— courtesy of the hybridizer

Fourth place

‘Orange Velvet’
(Joiner, 1988)

— Julie Covington photo

‘Amanda’s Little Red Shoes
(Eller-N., 2004)’

— Linda Sue Barnes photo

Region 5

Top vote getter: ‘Little Orange Tex’ (Faggard, 1985) See front cover
Second place

‘Red Volunteer’
(Oakes, 1984)

— Louise James photo

‘How Beautiful Heaven Must Be’
(Carpenter-J., 2002)

— Courtesy of the hybridizer

Third place

‘Beautiful Edgings’
(Copenhaver, 1989)

— Julie Covington photo

‘Witches Wink’
(Salter-E.H., 1993)

— Meg McKenzie Ryan photo

Top vote getter: ‘Aslan’ (Corbett, 2009) See front cover
Other first place (tie)

‘Dancing Chevrons’
(Stamile, 2006)

— Julie Covington photo

Fifth place (tie)

‘Julie Newmar’
(Morss, 2000)

— Courtesy of the
hybridizer

‘Spider Man’
(Durio, 1982)

— Lauren Ham photo

‘Kwanza Gold’
(Maryott, 2004)
— Lyle Dye photo

See Region 1,
second place
‘Primal Scream’

(Hanson-C., 1994)

Fifth place

Fourth place Fifth place

‘Spacecoast Irish
Illumination’

(Kinnebrew-J., 2008)
— Rich Rosen photo

See Region 1,
second place
‘Primal Scream’

(Hanson-C., 1994)

Second place

Region 6

Region 7

Third place (tie)
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Top vote getters (tie): ‘Primal Scream’ (Hanson-C., 1994) and Red Volunteer’ (Oakes, 1984) See front cover

Top vote getters (tie): ‘El Desperado’ (Stamile, 1991) and ‘Wonder of it All’ (Carr, 2005) See front cover
Second place (tie)

‘Bark at Me’
(Roberts-N., 1999)
— Gary Colby photo

‘Nathan Sommers’
(Roberts-N., 2001)

— Julie Covington photo

Region 9

Top vote getter: ‘Primal Scream’ (Hanson-C., 1994) See front cover

Second place

‘Stolen Treasure’
(Dougherty-H., 1996)
— Ann Monroe photo

‘Webster’s Pink
Wonder’

(Webster-Cobb, 2003)

Third place

‘Autumn Wood’
(Dougherty-H., 1991)

— Debbie Hurlbert photo

‘Peggy Jeffcoat’
(Joiner-J., 1995)

— Louise James photo

Top vote getter (tie): ‘Kansas Kitten’ (Carpenter-J., 2002) and ‘Primal Scream’ (Hanson-C., 1994) See front cover
Second place (tie)

‘A Green Desire’
(White-D., 2006)

— Julie Covington photo

Fourth place

See Region 2,
second place

‘Webster’s Pink Wonder’ 
(Webster-Cobb, 2003)

Second place (tie) Third place

‘El Desperado’
(Stamile, 1991)

— Julie Covington photo

‘Rock Solid’
(Stamile, 2002)

— Linda Powell photo

‘Fooled Me’
(Reilly-Hein, 1990)

— Julie Covington photo

Region 8

‘God Save the Queen’
(Morss, 2005)

— Courtesy of the hybridizer

‘All American Chief’
(Sellers, 1994)

See Region 2,
fourth place

See Region 2,
second place

See Region 1,
third place

‘Carnival in Mexico’
(Santa Lucia, 2000)

‘Peacock Maiden’
(Carpenter-K., 1982)
— Debbie Monbeck

photo

Region 12

Fifth place (tie)

See Region 6,
fifth place

‘Beautiful Edgings’
(Copenhaver,

1989)

Region 14

Region 15

Region 11

Region 10

Region 13
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your

Top vote getter (tie): ‘Kansas Kitten’ (Carpenter-J., 2002) and ‘Primal Scream’ (Hanson-C., 1994) See front cover

Top vote getter: ‘Dorothy and Toto’ (Herrington-K., 2003) See front cover

Top vote getter: ‘’King Kahuna’ (Crochet, 1994) See front cover

‘Fancy Face’
(Carpenter-J., 1994)

— Julie Covington photo

‘Peacock Maiden’
(Carpenter-K., 1982)
— Debbie Monbeck

photo

‘Pat Soileau’
(Carpenter-J., 2007)

— Nikki Schmith photo

Top vote getter: ‘Suburban Nancy Gayle’ (Watts, 2004) See front cover

‘Look Here Mary’
(Cranshaw, 1986)

— Susan Okrasinski photo

Fourth place

‘Coffee to Go’
(Anderson-H., 2003)

— Julie Covington photo

‘Suburban Golden Eagle’
(Watts, 1998)

— Rich Rosen photo

Top vote getter: ‘All American Chief’ (Sellers, 1994) See front cover
Second place

‘Thelma Douglas’
(Douglas-C., 2008))

— Courtesy of the hybridizer

Fifth place

See Region 1,
fourth place

Second place Third place

‘Spacecoast Sea Shells’
(Kinnebrew-J., 2003)

— Susan Okrasinski photo

‘Maryzell’
(Hansen-D., 2006)

— Julie Covington photo

‘Marks Bouquet’
(Agosta, 2006)

— Mary Ann Pruden photo

Region 12

‘King Kahuna’
(Crochet, 1994)

— Susan Okrasinski photo

‘Carnival in Mexico’
(Santa Lucia, 2000)

Fourth place Fifth place

Second place

‘Christine Tuminello
LeGrand’ 

(Goudeau, 2007)
— Ann Monroe photo

‘Crazy Ivan’
(Grace-Smith, 2005)
— Pat Guidry photo

‘Ellis Powell’
(Carpenter-J., 2006)

— Julie Covington photo

Third place (tie) Fifth place (tie)

‘Double Blue Blood’
(George-T., 2005)

— Diane Fisher photo

Third place

See Region 1,
second place
‘Primal Scream’ 

(Hanson-C., 1994)

Fourth place (tie)

‘Webster’s Pink Wonder’ 
(Webster-Cobb, 2003)

See Region 2,
second place

Second place (tie)

Region 14

Region 15

Region 13
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I use the chemical Colchicine to convert diploid daylilies so they
become tetraploid daylilies.  Consider the chromosomes in both
the diploids and tetraploids.  The diploids have a total of 22 chro-
mosomes; the pollen of the male parent has eleven chromosomes,
and the ovules in the ovary of the pod or female parent also have
eleven chromosomes.  When a diploid is converted to a tetraploid,
the number of chromosomes in the plant doubles to 44. The pollen
of the parent now has 22 chromosomes, and the ovules in the
ovary of the pod parent likewise have 22 chromosomes.  

Now specifically consider the pollen from the converted,
tetraploid plant;  while it had eleven chromosomes as a diploid, it
now has another set of eleven of the same chromosomes, for a total
of 22.  The math of increasing the pollen chromosomes by 100 per-
cent is a big thing.  This means that if pollen from the converted
plant is crossed with another tetraploid, the converted pollen will
carry a double set of chromosomes to the new seedling.  This dou-
ble set of pollen chromosomes increases the likelihood of passing
specific genes to a new daylily.  

Take the daylily ‘Pink Stripes’ (Derrow, 2006) as an example.  As
its name suggests, it has pink stripes.  Pollen from the converted
tetraploid ‘Pink Stripes’ will have twice the number of chromo-
somes that produced the pink stripes in the diploid.  This means
that when the tetraploid is crossed with another tetraploid, the
pink stripes are more likely to be passed to the new seedlings.  

This point follows from my own experience with converted
daylilies, and also from the studies of Gregor Mendel, the nine-
teenth-century Austrian monk who conducted hybridization

experiments with garden peas.  So I was definitely interested when
my good friend from Ohio, Paul Lewis, asked me if I would work to
convert ‘Pink Stripes’.  

Before I gave Paul my answer, I went to the AHS daylily data-
base to take a closer look at the statistics from the hybridizer, who
is Mike Derrow.  Mike is also a good friend, and he registered ‘Pink
Stripes’ as being a dormant that is 30 inches tall, with a seven-inch
flower.  A plant that is 30 inches tall is one that can be easily seen
when looking across a garden, and a seven-inch flower is always a
plus.  Another factor was that I had seen my wife’s striped zinnia
flowers growing in her garden.  I had hopes that a converted ‘Pink
Stripes’ could help create a daylily that would be striped like
Diana’s zinnias.

Paul soon sent ‘Pink Stripes’, and I began the conversion
process.

I started by growing several plants, each in a one-gallon pot.  To
my soil mixture I added 16-4-8 slow release fertilizer, magnesium
sulphate, and a reasonable amount of Bayer Advanced Tree and
Shrub© granules.  The granules are important.  They contain the
systemic insecticide Imidacloprid which is absorbed by the plant
roots.  These help protect the plant from small insects when the
plant is weak while going through the conversion process.  

I set each plant up high in the pot so that I could more easily work
with the crown.  When the plant was growing well and established in
the pot, I stopped all watering for about 14 days (even rain).

After this, I took a pair of scissors and made a horizontal cut all
the way through about six or eight inches above the crown.  Then
I took a razor blade, and again cut across the crown (all the way
through again), and I stopped cutting when I was about a quarter

By Bill Waldrop
Region 5, Georgia

Dips to tets: a how-to guide

3Bill Waldrop’s conversion process was on the
diploid daylily ‘Pink Stripes’ (Derrow, 2006)
5Waldrop’s tet seedling 4-564 shows some of its

parent’s attributes but adds a deeper yellow throat
and a gold tightly-ruffled edge.

All photos by Bill Waldrop
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to a half inch above the growing tip.
This is an important part of the
preparation.  Cutting too close to the
growing tip will probably make the
task harder, but cutting too far away
from the growing tip will make it
more difficult for the Colchicine to
reach the growing tip.  
The next step is most important.  I

use magnified reading glasses that I
bought from the pharmacy because
these help me to see better.  I also use
an X-Acto® knife with a Number 2
blade, which helps me with precision
cutting.  What we are about to do is
almost like surgery, but fortunately
without the blood.

As you can see in Figure 1, I have
used my X-Acto knife to carve a
round bowl shape around the grow-
ing tip.  First, I cut two parallel lines
on both sides of the growing tip, and
then remove the plant material.
Then I rotate the plant, and make
the same cuts.  Again, I remove the
plant material.  I continue to carve
until the bowl shape around the
growing tip is fully formed.   At the
end of the carving, I make a horizon-
tal cut across the top of the growing
tip to make it shorter than the adja-
cent rings of foliage.  In my experi-
ence this carving around the growing
tip helps the Colchicine mixture to
penetrate the growing tip more easi-
ly.
I have watched other growers to

learn their methods of carving near
the growing tip.  Some hybridizers
cut narrow trenches just along two
sides of the growing tip.  Others cut
at different angles, and sometimes

they cut much closer to the
growing tip.  Humbly, I would
suggest that my method works
well for me because I think it
gives the Colchicine the best
chance to work.
Before we discuss the specifics

of the use of Colchicine, here is
my warning to everyone about
this product: It is a very danger-
ous chemical.  For this reason it
must be handled with the utmost
care.  While I do not have exten-
sive medical knowledge, I do
understand from numerous
internet sources that it can cause
severe diarrhea and nausea, it can
weaken your muscles, it can cause
you to bleed more easily, it can foul
up your bone marrow, and it can limit
your white blood cells and make you
more prone to infections.  These are
just some side effects.  Certainly,
Colchicine by itself is dangerous
enough, but to our mixture we are
going to add Dimethyl Sulfoxide
(DMSO).  The addition of the
DMSO makes the chemical mixture
even more dangerous.  Now the
product will certainly penetrate skin.
So the handler must respect these
chemicals and use the utmost cau-
tion.  This means, when handling
this product, always wear latex or
butyl rubber gloves, use protective
glasses, and work in a safe environ-
ment. (Editor’s note: For more infor-
mation on handling Colchicine, please
see the sidebar to this story.)
I’m showing the items needed to

prepare the right mixture of
Colchicine.  I mix one gram of
Colchicine with 400 milliliters of dis-
tilled water.  It is important to use
distilled water to prevent contamina-
tion of your mixture.  Next, I pour
almost 200 milliliters of the mixture
into a 200 milliliter bottle.  Then I
add about 4 milliliters of DMSO.  I
use the 200 milliliter mixture with
the DMSO because of its smaller

DESCRIPTION: Colchicine is a highly toxic, odor-
less, bitter tasting, plant product derived from
Colchicum autumnale, commonly known as the
autumn crocus, meadow saffron or naked lady, and it
is also found in the tubers of Gloriosa superba.
Colchicine is used medically in the treatment of gout
and in scientific research. It is also useful in the field
of agricultural research because of its effects as an
antimitotic poison.  As such, it is able to interfere with
the process of cell division making it a useful tool in
attempts to alter the ploidy of a daylily’s meristematic
tissues, with the usual goal of creating a tetraploid
from a diploid. 
In the United States, the Hazardous Material

Identification System (HMIS) rates colchicine at its
highest Health Hazard level, 4: Life-threatening,
major or permanent damage may result from single or
repeated exposures. Doses of as little as 7 mg can be
fatal. As a result, colchicine is available by prescription
and to qualified lab personnel ONLY.  Please be pre-
pared to handle colchicine safely, or do not handle it
at all. As a user of colchicine, it is YOUR responsibili-
ty to obtain all permits, certifications and licenses that
may be required to purchase, use and dispose of this
product in your area.  It is also YOUR responsibility to
follow ALL safety protocols in order to avoid serious
personal injury or death. 
ROUTES OF EXPOSURE: Colchicine can be

absorbed into the body by ingestion, inhalation, or eye
contact. Colchicine may be absorbed through intact
skin, and severe skin irritation may occur.  BE CARE-
FUL!!  DMSO enhances penetration through human
tissue as well as plant tissue. If DMSO gets into your

Colchicine safety

By Scott Elliott, Ph.D.
Region 5, Georgia

See Colchicine safety, page 43See Conversions, page 42

Figure 1: Using an X-Acto® knife, a bowl
is carved around the growing tip of a daylily.

The chemical Colchicine is shown as it arrived from the
supplier.  Please read the warnings and precautions below
prior to using this chemical.              — Bill Waldrop photo
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size. The smaller size of the bottle helps me
to be more careful in my work.  I would add
that Colchicine is a difficult product to
obtain, and that I buy the product from
Sigma-Aldrich, Inc., which is located in St.
Louis, Missouri.  This company has specific
rules as to how to qualify to buy its product.
There are many schedules of how often to

apply Colchicine.  The schedule that works
best for me is to apply the mixture in the
morning, around 8:00 a.m., and then I apply
a second treatment in the evening around
7:00 p.m.  I use a standard eye dropper to
apply the mixture, and I repeat this process
for four days.  Figure 2 is a picture of the
Colchicine mixture covering the growing
tip.
Sometimes on the morning of the second

day of treatment, I will take my X-Acto knife
and go in and trim closer to the growing tip.
This seems to help penetration by the chem-
ical mixture, and it helps to prevent disease
by removing decaying matter. 
After I have finished the four-day treat-

ment program, I then let the plant sit for
another five days without water.  Note that
the plant is really getting thirsty.  It went 14
days without water.  Then it went four days
during the treatment process without water.
And now it has gone another five days with-
out water.  
Now I take another significant step.  I

take a regular kitchen knife and cut off all of
the outer foliage that is around the growing
tip.  I cut it all away. (See Figure 3.) I know
this might sound odd, but I’ve found that
this helps to prevent disease in the old
foliage.  Almost anyone can follow the steps
that I’ve outlined, but the real trick is to
keep the plant living after the treatment is
finished.  Cutting away the old foliage is a
part of this process.  
I do not apply water until about seven

days after I’ve removed the outer foliage.  I
then apply water but only sparingly around
the outside of the pot.  I definitely do not
water the treated plant.  Whenever I have
watered the crown of the treated plant bad
things have happened: total failure.  The
plant dies.  Advice: do not water the crown
of the plant until the plant is growing well
and is healthy.  This is usually about three to
four months after treatment, and I some-
times wait longer. 
The plant ends up going 30 days without

water.  This is a long stretch, but the plant

does receive the Colchicine which is per-
haps an equivalent.  The 30 days without
water is important because I've found that
there is a battle between the water and the
Colchicine, and if the water wins, which it
usually does, the potential conversion
doesn't happen and the plant dies.  During
the treatment process the plant is between
life and death.
My first effort to convert ‘Pink Stripes’

was a complete failure.  I found that the
plant would throw shoots from the roots,
and that before I knew the shoot existed,
the plant was apparently transferring ener-
gy to the shoot, and was removing support
from the growing tip that I had treated
with Colchicine.  Frustrating.  Very frus-
trating. 
So before I began my second treatment

attempt a year later, I was careful to cut
away anything that looked like it might
grow into a shoot.  Then not long after I
started the second attempt, a new shoot
appeared again anyway (see Figure 7).  It
was about an inch away from the main
plant, and it was growing from up under-
neath the plant.  At first I was ready to
concede another year of loss, but then I
brushed away the soil, and cut away the
shoot.  I kept the plant in front of a fan,
and this helped to heal the place where the
shoot was removed.  All this happened on
Thanksgiving Day (November 22), 2012.
To my complete surprise, the plant ulti-
mately recovered, and by New Year’s Day,
2013, the plant was growing fine.
As the plant grew and produced thicker,

cabbaged foliage, I occasionally used my X-
Acto knife to gently slice the thicker
foliage to encourage growth from the cen-
ter of the plant.  If the foliage isn’t cut, this
will cause a lack of air circulation, and dis-
ease will happen.  If disease happens, then
conversion is highly unlikely.  This is an
important part of keeping the plant alive.
The plant eventually bloomed as a

tetraploid, and I was able to know this by
using my microscope to look at the pollen
(see Figure 8).  When I examine pollen I
use my microscope’s 100 power lens com-
bined with a Reticle measuring device.
Diploid pollen measures about a 6 to a 10,
whereas tetraploid pollen measures about
13 to 15, or even larger.  When a plant is
converted to a tetraploid, the shape of the
pollen changes.  The diploid pollen is

DJ Spring 15

Figure 3: The outer leaves which were
forming the bowl around the growing tip have
been removed once the Colchicine application
period is over.

Figure 4: The converted growing tip begins
to show new growth after its first watering.

Figure 2: The chemical Colchicine covers
the growing tip of the daylily.

Figure 5: The converted daylily growing.

Conversions
continued from page 41
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system, you will notice a garlic-like taste in your
mouth.  If this happens, colchicine has entered your
body.
STANDARD PROTECTION REQUIREMENTS:
1.  Eye/Face Protection: Chemical safety glasses or

goggles. Have eye-washing facilities readily avail-
able.  Clean safety goggles or glasses after each use
while wearing a clean pair of gloves.
2.  Skin Protection: Use protective nitrile gloves.

If you are using a DMSO-enhanced solution, wear
two pairs. Gloves must be inspected prior to use. Use
proper glove removal technique (without touching
glove's outer surface) to avoid skin contact with this
product. Wash hands thoroughly after handling.
4.  Body Protection: Lab coat.  Wash after each use
5. Respiratory Protection: NIOSH/MSHA

approved air-purifying respirator.
6.  Discard all used disposable items in accordance

with all local, state and federal regulations. Carefully
wash all others, wearing a clean pair of gloves.
RESPONSES TO EXPOSURE:
IF SWALLOWED: immediately call the Poison

Center or doctor/physician*.
IF INHALED: Remove victim to fresh air and keep

at rest in a position comfortable for breathing.
Immediately call the Poison Center or doctor/physi-
cian*.
If exposed or concerned: Get medical

advice/attention*
* In the event of a poison emergency, call the

Poison Center immediately at 800-222-1222. If
the person who is poisoned cannot wake up, is
having difficulty breathing, or is having convul-
sions, call 911 emergency services.
For more information, contact The National

Institute for Occupational Safety and Health
(NIOSH). n

Colchicine safety 
continued from page 41

smaller both in length and width, but
the tetraploid pollen is fatter, often
oval, and sometimes round in shape.
It was a happy day when I looked
through my microscope and saw fat,
oval pollen on ‘Pink Stripes’ that
measured between 13 and 15.  I final-
ly had the conversion I wanted.
Then, I had to put the conversion

to the ultimate test.  Would the
pollen be fertile?  It was.  I took
pollen from tet. ‘Pink Stripes’ and
put it on a seedling, and pods formed.
Later, I gathered seeds from the pods,
and these were planted.  Soon I saw
the result.  I had a new plant, which
I now identify as seedling 4-564, and
it has a lovely yellow eye and edge,
with an obvious striped pattern on
the petals.  Not only do I have the
striped pattern, seedling 4-564 has a
stouter scape, larger foliage, and
stronger roots.
Here is the result of using tet. ‘Pink

Stripes’:  the striped pattern can and
does transfer to new seedlings.  Now
there are many more hybridizing pos-
sibilities.  For example, this summer I

crossed tet. ‘Pink Stripes’ with different colored seedlings, and with other
unusual daylilies like ‘Shattered’ (Story, 2006), and ‘Spots before my Eyes’
(Mussar, 2013).  Now I want to see not only striped daylilies, I also want to
see them combined with broken patterns, with spots, and even with teeth.
There are just no limits to the possibilities for seeing something new in
daylilies.
Thanks, Paul, for sending ‘Pink Stripes’.  I’m really appreciative.  n

Figure 6: New roots are growing from the
converted plant.

Figure 7: A shoot off the diploid roots of
the plant is pictured. Waldrop removed it
with an X-Acto knife.

Figure 8:
5Pollen from the diploid ‘Pink Stripes’ measure

between 6 and 10 under a microscope.
4Pollen from the tetraploid ‘Pink Stripes’ measure

between 13 and 15.
— Bill Waldrop photos
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It’s arrived!  You now have a lovely new pile of wood chips from some
local tree work, just what you wanted for mulching your garden to sup-
press weeds and reduce moisture loss.  As you stand there surveying your
prize, questions may start popping into your mind.  Didn’t you read
somewhere that wood product mulches steal nitrogen from the soil?
What about the soil pH? Will that be changed to the detriment of your
plants?   
I, too, have heard about these concerns.  I’ve also read that as long as

the wood chips are used only as surface mulch, and not incorporated
into the soil, then they don’t cause a nitrogen deficiency in the plants.
As far as pH is concerned, this seems something of a gray area, and the
results may not be what you’d expect.  Although I’ve personally used
wood chips as mulch without concern and without problems, I went
looking for science-based answers to these two common questions.
Firstly, let’s examine why there may be concern, starting with nitrogen

deficiency.  Nitrogen is an essential nutrient for plant growth.  It’s the
only plant nutrient that doesn’t naturally originate from soil mineral par-
ticles.  Instead, it is captured as a gas from the atmosphere by soil
microorganisms and converted into forms of nitrogen that plants can
use, ammonium and nitrate.  When materials high in carbon — such as
wood chips — decompose, the microorganisms that do this job use
nitrogen that would otherwise have been available to the plants.  This
can happen when wood products are used in potting mixes or incorpo-
rated into the soil.  This raises the question whether wood mulches only
on the soil surface can create nitrogen deficiency in the plants as the
mulch decomposes.
In general, the answers I found indicate that surface woody material

mulching does not cause nitrogen deficiency in the plants.  There may
be some effect at the interface between the soil and the mulch1, but this
wouldn’t impact plants other than those with shallow roots near the sur-
face.  Thus, if it does happen, established daylilies are less likely to be
affected than are young, newly planted seedlings. 
Quoting from some of the literature, “After twelve months, no evi-

dence of nitrogen immobilization or growth suppression under the wood
or bark-based mulches was observed”2.  In another study comparing pine
bark and other wood-derived mulches, “In the present study, we found
no evidence of nutrient depletion or reduced foliar N [nitrogen] of
plants grown with mulch compared with bare ground (no mulch +
weed control).”3
If your plants do turn out to be affected by nitrogen deficiency, they

will show reduced growth and yellowing (chlorosis) of the foliage.  I have
not seen this happen with wood chip mulches, but if you are still con-
cerned, one suggestion is to use landscape fabric to separate the mulch
from the soil4. 
The other question is whether wood product mulches will affect the

underlying soil pH.  Why might this be a problem if it happened?  Soil
pH indicates how acidic or alkaline a soil is, with pH 7 being neutral.
The lower the number below 7, the more acidic it is.  Conversely, the
higher the number above 7, the more alkaline (basic) that soil is.  Not
all plants are tolerant of a wide pH range, and fussy ones need it kept
within certain limits.  Even the soil microbes can be affected by the soil

pH, and the availability of essential plant nutrients varies according to
the soil’s pH.  If your plants are happily growing in your soil at its current
pH, you may be concerned about upsetting them by adding material that
could change it.  On the other hand, people sometimes deliberately use
wood product mulches hoping to make, or keep, their soil more acidic
for plants that prefer it that way.
It can actually be quite difficult to influence the soil pH to a significant

extent with added materials .  The ability of a soil to resist changes in its
pH (called its buffering capacity) depends on the soil type.  For example,
it is typically harder to change the pH of a high clay content soil than
that of a sandy soil.  So, the current soil pH, the soil’s buffering capacity,
and the type of mulching material are all factors that could vary between
gardens and studies.
My literature search suggests that the influence of wood mulches on

soil pH is generally not significant, but that in some other cases, the pH
could go either way, sometimes actually increasing.  This may surprise
some gardeners who hope these mulches will make their soil more acidic.  
One experiment2 testing six types of mulch (cocoa shells, coarse

conifer bark chips, wood chips, garden compost, horse manure and fine-
ly ground conifer bark), found that, “Initial mulch pH was not a good
indicator of how that mulch would affect the underlying soil pH over
time.  After 12 months the organic mulches had either no significant
effect on soil pH or increased it slightly relative to un-amended soil.”
Another study5 found that, “Soil pH readings were highest under shred-
ded bark and wood chips, and lowest in the non-mulched control.”  A
study6 to test the effects of chipped pine and shredded hardwood chip
mulches compared to an un-mulched control found, “Soil pH, nitrates,
and salt levels were unaffected.”  Over two years, they sampled the soil
to see if the surface layer would acidify, and it did not.  
Lastly, in a review of numerous studies on mulches, Dr. Linda Chalker-

Scott1 noted, “Organic mulches such as wood chips and bark are
thought by some to be soil acidifiers. No scientific research supports this,
and in fact studies refute this perception.” n
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type and depth on weed and tree growth and certain soil parameters.
Journal of Arboriculture, 21, 225-225.

By Susan Bergeron, ODH (Dip. Hort., University of Guelph)
Region 4, Ontario
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On behalf of the AHS Board of Directors, we thank you for your dona-
tion to honor an AHS member’s service, achievement, or personal mile-
stone.  We hope that, by including your short message, your donation is as
meaningful and important to you as it is to your honoree.  Donations may
be made in any denomination (from $25 and up) and to any of the eight
funds (see next page to learn what funds are available).      Contributions
in the form of a check may be sent to American Hemerocallis Society, c/o
Kathleen Schloeder, 2501 St. John Place, Alexandria, VA 22311.  Make
all checks payable to the American Hemerocallis Society. Checks written to
specific funds cannot be accepted. You may also donate on the AHS web-
site at: www.daylilies.org/Donations_Endowments.html.  For these dona-
tions honoring someone, please list the honoree’s name and address so that
he/she may be notified personally prior to publication.  The following con-
tributions were received prior to January 15, 2015.

Ken Cobb – Thank you, Ken, for
your labor of love and keeping
AHS history alive! 

– Melodye Campbell, N.Y.

Hiram Pearcy – In honor of your
friendship and your major role in
founding the Wisconsin Daylily
Society twenty five years ago.

– Gene L. Dewey, Wis.
Zora Ronan – A great club presi-
dent, thank you!      – Cedar Valley 

Iris and Daylily Society, Iowa

Andrea Weaver – Thanks for your
dedication and hard work as Photo
Awards Special Chair! 

– Melodye Campbell, N.Y.
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On behalf of the AHS Board of Directors, we appreciate each individual or club for their generous donation to one of the eight* funds.
We are saddened to learn of the loss of valuable AHS members. Your donation is a celebration of that AHS member’s life, and for that,
we thank you. We also encourage donations to honor an AHS member’s service to a club, region, or our Society.
Contributions may be sent to American Hemerocallis Society, c/o Kathleen Schloeder, 2501 St. John Place, Alexandria, VA

22311.  Make all checks payable to the American Hemerocallis Society. Checks written to specific funds cannot be accepted. For
memorial donations, please list the name and address of the survivor who is to receive an acknowledgment letter. All donations are tax
deductible. For more information, see below.  The following contributions were received prior to January 15, 2015.

Memorials 
and Gifts

In memory of
Randall Barron, Okla.
Michael Bouman, Mo.
Judie Branson, Ark.
Rick Pearce, Okla.
Nikki Schmith, Ill.

Kathy Bouman, Mo.
Michael Bouman, Mo.
Central Missouri Hemerocallis 
Society, Mo.
Brenda and Delbert Jindra, Okla.
Ann Large, Okla.
Tulsa Area Daylily Society, Okla.

Sophia Burkey, Pa.
Betty Roberts, Colo.

Clarence Crochet, La.
Baton Rouge Daylily Society, La.
Southeast Louisiana Daylily 
Society, La.

Nancy Fernandes, Texas
Brenda and Delbert Jindra, Okla.
Ann Large, Okla.

Gene Fink, Mo.
Greater St. Louis Daylily Society, Mo.
Ozark Daylily Society, Mo.

Jim Jeffcoat, S.C.
Mid-Carolina Daylily Society, S.C.

Helen Jenkins, Mo.
Central Missouri Hemerocallis 
Society, Mo.

Georgia Lemens, Texas
Lufkin Hemerocallis Society, Texas

Bob McConnell, Mo.
Michael Bouman, Mo.

Barry McElveen, Ga.
Savannah Hemerocallis Society, Ga.

Donald Martin, Ontario
Ontario Daylily Society, Ontario

Randall Oakes, Ky.
Middle Tennessee Daylily 
Society, Tenn.

Katherine Charlene Patrick, Ky.
Blue Grass Hemerocallis Society, Ky.
Elizabeth and Greg Trotter, Ky.
John Renfro, Ky.
Blue Grass Hemerocallis Society, Ky.

Mimi Schwarz, N.Y.
Betty Roberts, Colo.

Michael Shomer, N.Y./Fla.
Long Island Daylily Society, N.Y.

Marie Skelley, Md.
National Capital Daylily 
Club, Md., D.C., and Va.

William Vaughan, Ill.
Chicagoland Daylily Society, Ill.

Linda Vittand, Mich.
Southern Michigan Daylily 
Society, Mich.

Audrey Voss, Okla.
Tulsa Area Daylily Society, Okla.  

Donations to 
William E. Monroe

Endowment Fund Trust
PLATINUM DONORS
Mid-Carolina Daylily Society, S.C.

SILVER DONORS
Michael Bouman, Mo.
Metropolitan Columbus 
Daylily Society, Ohio

National Capital Daylily 
Club, Md., D.C., and Va.  

North Mississippi Daylily 
Society, Miss.

Ontario Daylily Society, Ontario
Ozark Daylily Society, Mo.
Joann Stewart, Ga.

SUPPORTING DONORS
Melodye Campbell, N.Y.
Central Missouri Hemerocallis 
Society, Mo.  
Long Island Daylily Society, N.Y.
Lufkin Hemerocallis Society, Texas

Donations to 
Other Special Funds
AHS Archives Fund

SILVER DONORS  
Blue Grass Hemerocallis Society, Ky.
Michael Bouman, Mo.
Brenda and Delbert Jindra, Okla.
Tulsa Area Daylily Society, Okla.

SUPPORTING DONORS
Melodye Campbell, N.Y.
Central Missouri Hemerocallis 
Society, Mo.
Ann Large, Okla.
Tulsa Area Daylily Society, Okla.

AHS General Fund
PLATINUM DONORS
Mid- Carolina Daylily Society, S.C.

SILVER DONORS
Anonymous
Baton Rouge Daylily Society, La.
Grand Valley Daylily Society, Mich.
Michael Bouman, Mo.
Southeast Louisiana Daylily 
Society, La.

SUPPORTING DONORS  
Judie Branson, Ark.
Cedar Valley Iris and Daylily 
Society, Iowa

Gene L. Dewey, Wis.
Gregory Feistel, Va.
Middle Tennessee Daylily 
Society, Tenn.

Savannah Hemerocallis Society, Ga.
Nikki Schmith, Ill.
Southern Michigan Daylily 
Society, Mich.

Elizabeth and Greg Trotter, Ky.  
C.P. Winters, Miss.

OTHER DONORS
Sharon Davies, Alaska

Mabel Matthews Endowment
Scholarship Fund

SILVER DONORS
Chicagoland Daylily Society, Ill.
Wichita Daylily Club, Kan.
Bertie Ferris Youth Fund

SILVER DONORS
Chicagoland Daylily Society, Ill.
Betty Roberts, Colo.

SUPPORTING DONORS
Rick Pearce, Okla.

Christine Erin Stamile 
Youth Fund

SILVER DONORS
Greater St. Louis Daylily Society, 
Mo.
Betty Roberts, Colo.
Robert Stanton, N.Y.
Joe W. House Scientific

Studies Fund
SUPPORTING DONORS
Megan Skinner, Pa.

‘Kathy Bouman’ (Hanson, 2015)
— courtesy of the hybridizer
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Honor Circle
$25,000 or 
more
Benefactor
$15,000 to   
$24,999

President’s Circle
$5,000 to 
$14,999
Platinum Donor
$1,000 to 
$4,999
Gold Donor
$500 to $999

Silver Donor
$100 to $499
Supporting Donor
$25 to $99
Other less than   
$25

Specific Funds and Donor Levels

* The eight funds to which donations may be made are:
1) W. E. Monroe Endowment Fund Trust; 
2) Joe W. House Scientific Studies Fund; 
3) Mabel Matthews Endowment Scholarship Fund;
4) Bertie Ferris Youth Fund; 
5) Christine Erin Stamile Youth Fund;
6) Donations to the General Fund (operating expenses) may
be made and designated to a particular expense;
7) AHS Archives Fund;
8) The Daylily Journal Color Fund.
All donations to AHS are tax deductible.  In December
1979, IRS issued a determination 
letter that recognized AHS as exempt from 
federal income tax under section 501(c)(3) of the Internal
Revenue Code.  Contributions to AHS are deductible under
section 170 of the code and AHS is qualified to receive tax
deductible bequests, devises, transfers or gifts under sections
2055, 2106 or 2522 of the code.
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The 2014

Garden Judges must cast their votes only
for cultivars personally observed growing in a
garden. Votes are cast using seedling numbers.
To win, a seedling must receive a minimum of
ten votes. Once a Junior Citation has been
voted, the hybridizer has one year from notifi-
cation to complete registration in order for the
Junior Citation to be awarded.
For more detailed information, please go online

to www.daylilies.org/AHSCultivars.html

— All photos courtesy of the hybridizers

Junior Citations

~49~

‘Nancy Jones Sippel’
(Bachman, 2014)

‘Godwin’s Glory’
(Elliott-S., 2014)

‘Tim Herrington’
(Elliott-S., 2014)

‘Yellow Banshee’
(Elliott-S, 2014)

‘Her Poly’
(Herr-D., 2014)

‘Rockin’ Roger’
(Herr-D., 2014)

‘Sweet Betty Jane’
(Isgro, 2014)

‘Vampire Academy’
(Polston, 2014)

‘Land of Glory’
(Polston, 2014)

‘Hanna Fornshell’
(Bachman, 2014)

‘Shark Infested Waters’
(Polston, 2014)
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REGION 1
Nan Ripley
Educational Outreach
26391 - 595 Ave. 
Nevada, Iowa 50201-7904
(515) 382-6269
educationoutreach@daylilies.org
2015 – 2nd term
REGION 2
*Nikki Schmith, Judges Education 
and Vice President
See 2015 officers above
judgeseducation@daylilies.org 
2016- 1st term 
REGION 3
*Julie Covington
President
See 2015 officers above
2015 – 2nd term
REGION 4
*Melodye Campbell
Awards and Honors
21 Ambleside Drive
Fairport, NY 14450-3212
585-749-7433
awards@daylilies.org 
2017 -2nd term
REGION 5
Barbara Kirby
Exhibitions
102 Haag Dr.
Warner Robins, GA 
31093-1000
(478) 922-8416
exhibitions@daylilies.org
2017 -2nd term
REGION 6
*Maureen Valenza 
Membership
24959 Stratton Meadows Dr.
Porter, TX 77365
(281) 354-0867
membership@daylilies.org  
2016 –1st term
REGION 7
Jeff Corbett, Scientific Studies
1160 South Bluff Drive
Roseville, CA 95678
Cell: (916) 206-6777
Email:  science@daylilies.org  
2017 – 1st term

REGION 8
*Marcia Zech
Long Range Planning
3041 60th Ave., S.E.
Mercer Island, WA 98040
(206) 232-9838
Cell: (206) 920-3215
planning@daylilies.org    
2015 – 1st term
REGION 9
Betty Roberts
Regional Officers
3055 Melbourne Dr. 
Colorado Springs, CO 80920-7713
(719) 282-9642
regionalofficers@daylilies.org
2015 – 1st term
REGION 10
Richard Rosen
Registration 
417 Wapping St.
Frankfort, KY 40601
(502) 352-4210
Cell: (512) 917-4467
registrationchair@daylilies.org
2015 – 1st term
REGION 11
Lois Hart, Publications
P.O. Box 100 
Louisburg, KS 66053-0100
(913) 837-5209
publications@daylilies.org    
2015 – 1st term
REGION 12
*John H. Martin (Bob)
Chief Financial Officer
See 2015 officers above
2016 – 2nd term
REGION 13
*Pat Soileau
Garden Judges Records
P. O. Box 156
St. Landry, LA 71367-0156
(318) 652-3673
gardenjudges@daylilies.org
2015 – 1st term
REGION 14
Oliver Billingslea 
Special Projects
6291 Thach Rd. 
Montgomery, AL 36117
(334) 277-0994   
specialprojects@daylilies.org
2016 – 1st term

REGION 15
*Charles Douglas
Ombudsman
13515 Brown’s Ferry Road
Georgetown, SC 29440
(843) 240-2531
ombudsman@daylilies.org
2017- 1st term 

President
*Julie Covington 
4909 Labradore Dr. 
Roanoke, VA 24012-8537
(540) 977-1704
president@daylilies.org

Vice President
* Nikki Schmith
Judges Education
424 Pheasant Court
Worden, IL 62097
(248) 739-9006
judgeseducation@daylilies.org
or vicepresident@daylilies.org

Chief Financial Officer
*John H. Martin (Bob)
1636 Sunset Ave.
Orange City, FL 32763
(386) 775-0726  
Cell: (386) 717-0271
cfo@daylilies.org

AHS Officers, 2015

AMERICAN HEMEROCALLIS SOCIETY 
Officers, Directors, and Staff — 2015

Board of Directors, 2015
(* denotes Executive Committee Members)

* Denotes Executive Committee
** Appointed to fill the remaining term of a director
who has resigned

Executive Editor, The Daylily Journal (Publica-
tions) 
Meg McKenzie Ryan
1936 Wensley Ave., El Centro, CA 92243
(760) 235-8243 (cell); (760) 353-0623
journal@daylilies.org 
Executive Secretary (Membership)
Pat Mercer
P.O. Box 10, Dexter, GA 31019
(478) 875-4110
secretary@daylilies.org or renewal@daylilies.org
Parliamentarian, General Counsel (President) 
Bret Clement
13816 Laredo Dr., Carmel, IN 46032
(317) 848-9062 counsel@daylilies.org 
Publication Services Manager (Publications)
Brenda Macy
109 West Poplar St., Elizabethtown, KY 42701
(270) 737-9058 pubsales@daylilies.org 
Registrar (Registrations) 
Kevin P. Walek, Registrar for the 
ICRA for the Genus Hemerocallis
102 Manahoac Ct., Lake Frederick, VA 22630-2097
(540) 252-2769 (home-office  9 a.m. to 6 p.m. EST)
registrar@daylilies.org
Treasurer (Finance)
Kyle Billadeau
3190 Autumn Woods Dr., Chaska, MN 55318-1137
(612) 298-5607 treasurer@daylilies.org
Webmaster (Technology)
Timothy Fehr
3115 Gregory Ln., Eau Claire, WI 54703-1139
(715) 835-0148
webmaster@daylilies.org 

Administrative Staff 2014
(Overseeing committees are shown in parentheses)
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DIVIDING/
TRANSPLANTING 

Question: Would you dig and divide plants now or
wait ‘til spring?  Some of mine didn't perform well
after last winter, and I'm wondering if I should do it
now to boost them.

— Pam Millikin, Locust Valley, N.Y.
E-Mail Robin

Someone asked about the success transplanting
daylilies in spring or fall.  If I transplant in the early
spring, they never miss a beat.  However I mostly do it
in the fall, I'm just too busy in the spring. 

— Carol Kerr, Cedar Springs, Mich.
E-Mail Robin

Regarding digging and di-
viding plants in the fall, I
think it's fine.  I always felt
the roots needed to create
some hairy root growth to
anchor it before frost to es-
cape heaving, so I make sure
the roots are firmly tamped
down when planted a bit late
in the season, as root growth
may not happen.  I have a
couple of new plants arriving

next week and will do just that, along with watering
well after frosty night.  Hopefully there is still nice
weather here through October.

— Charlotte Chamitoff
Stanstead, Quebec

E-Mail Robin
I do most of my planting

and dividing in late summer
and early fall.  It’s just a better
time for me to do such proj-
ects.  I experimented one
year with doing more of it in
the spring but didn’t notice
much difference. 

— Kathy D’Alessandro
East Greenville, Pa.

E-Mail Robin
REBLOOM

I do not know what to think about rebloom.  This
is only my third summer as a true daylily addict with
so many new (to me) plants.  I was under the impres-
sion that we didn’t really have rebloom in Zone 4 ex-
cept on the occasional plant like ‘Jersey Spider’
(Grovatt, 1973).  However, there has been a lot of re-
bloom this summer and last summer.  Both summers
had plenty of sun and heat (high 80s), and plenty of
water, whether by rain or by sprinkler, so maybe just a
longer, good quality growing season is all it takes.

That would make sense.
The outstanding re-
bloomer among dozens
has been ‘Orange Velvet’
(Joiner, 1988).  It’s not
just a single, shorter re-
bloom scape as some of
them are; it’s a complete
clump rebloom, with 5
full height scapes (the
same number as the origi-
nal bloom period) and up
to 25 nice big flowers per
scape.  Holy cow!  Now
I’m glad I made some crosses with it last summer!
‘Krakatoa Lava’ (Morton, 1989) has been an equally
good rebloomer, three nice bright new flowers today.

— Rob Laffin, Mariaville, Maine
Season Extender Robin

There are some amazing rebloom scapes in my gar-
den this week.  Nan Rip-
ley's ‘Sweet June’ (Ripley,
2013) has sent up two
that are branched like
telephone poles.  I sure
hope they bloom before
frost comes along!  I be-
lieve there's a third or
fourth scape on Nicole
DeVito's ‘Eenie Meenie
Jellybeany’ (Harry, 2010).
Mike Derrow's ‘The Trib-
ble with Blue’ (Derrow,
2011) is blooming these
days as well.

— Micheal Bouman
St. Peters, Mo.
E-Mail Robin

Thank you Michael.
‘Sweet June’ is still
blooming here too.  I
need to cut scapes but
hard to say good-bye to
lovely blooms.

— Nan Ripley
Nevada, Iowa
E-Mail Robin   

COST OF LOVING
DAYLILIES

How much do you daylily Buds spend on
buying daylilies in an average year?  It would be
interesting to see how much anyone else
spends on fertilizers,
soil amendments, pes-
ticides, herbicides,
pre-emergent, plant
stands, labels, hard-
scape, pine straw (or
other mulches or soil
coverings), gas to go
to meetings, member-
ship fees/dues, and
any of a myriad of
other expenses to pur-
sue our hobby.  I just
don't want to know how much Doris and I
spend.  Casino gambling might be cheaper, or
collecting Corvettes or diamond jewelry.  Of
course, the ones who might spend a little too
much on daylilies will probably refrain from
posting.  Their spouse might catch a glimpse -
instant fainting spell.  I shall put my spoon up

until things need a little stirring.
— David Bishop, Cassville, Ga.

E-Mail Robin
Holy Toledo!  What a subject!  I try to avoid

counting up exactly what I
spend on my gardening
hobby, mostly because I
would not then be able to
continue justifying it to my-
self.

— Kate Patrick, Murfrees-
boro, Tenn.

E-Mail Robin
OK, Mr. Bishop, here

goes. It never pays to discover
just how much you spend on
your hobby.

— Barry Walker, Dripping Springs, Tex.
E-Mail Robin

David Bishop has a good question about how
much we spend TOTAL on
growing daylilies.  I don't
count the cost of the electric
fence, because I grow veggies
inside the fence so that really
isn't a daylily expense, right?
Daylily people must learn to
"justify".  That is, I buy
daylilies but don't go to
movies anymore.  I clip
coupons - that saves money.
My clothes are getting older
because I don't buy clothes
like I used to.  Wow!  Think of how much daylily
money I have from those savings.  Ya gotta justify.  

Verna Habermel, Floyds Knob, Ind.
E-Mail Robin

How much do I spend on my daylily hobby?  Way
too much for a sane person.  I don’t keep track of ex-
penses per se.  I do know the number is in the thou-
sands for each of these categories: plant purchases,
maintenance and attending meetings.  Are we calcu-
lating the cost of our time spent in the garden and at
meetings?  If I were a sane person, I’d be traveling the
world or lounging on a beautiful beach all year. 

— Kathy D’Alessandro East Greenville, Pa. 
E-Mail Robin

If any of us were sane,
none of us would be here.  I
stopped keeping track long
ago, of what I spend on
daylilies, shrubs, bulbs, etc.
My ceilings may be falling in,
but my yard looks great!

— Anna Carlson, Jordan, N.Y.
E-Mail Robin

David asked a good ques-
tion, and it appears he's not
going to get any dollars and
cents answers. I'm not giving
one either.  

— Gail Korn, Wayne, Neb.
E-Mail Robin

David, you've started
something!  I've really en-
joyed the posts on this sub-
ject and can relate to most of
them.  For me, it started as
just a hobby (25+ years ago)
collecting daylilies.  They
weren't expensive - Gilbert
Wild had them for $2 or $3

Bobbin’
on the
Robin

See Robin, page 52

Charlotte Chamitoff

‘Jersey Spider’
(Grovatt, 1973)

— Kevin Walek photo

Kathy D’Alessandro

‘Eenie Meenie Jellybeany’
(Harry, 2010)

— Bill Maryott photo

‘Sweet June’ 
(Ripley, 2013)

— Michael Bouman photo

David Bishop

Kate Patrick

Verna Habermel

Anna Carlson

Gail Korn
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each.  So I could afford to
cover a bank with them.
And then came joining
AHS and our local club
(TVDS), and speakers
started arriving with auction
plants; then came
MWS/Chattanooga.-.and
the Friday and Saturday
night auctions; then came
Regionals and Nationals -
more speakers and more

auctions.  And my garden is an AHS Display Garden,
and what better excuse to buy more plants because I
am supposed to grow some of every form under the
sun.  Catalogs arrived annually with hybridizers hawk-
ing their latest introductions.  Before I realized what
was happening, I had turned into an addict.  And I
didn't buy from Gilbert Wild anymore!  

— Karen Newman, Delano, Tenn.
E-Mail Robin

I made myself a promise when I bought my first
$50 daylily - when it stops being fun, I have to re-

think what I'm doing.  So far
I'm still having fun.  The cost
of daylilies for me is probably
around $1500 to $2500 per
year depending on the cost
of fertilizer, machine repair,
labor, etc.  Keeping in mind
I'm a mostly back-yard hy-
bridizer with a yearly seedling
rate of approx. 1500 new
seedlings.  But in figuring the
cost of dayliles, I think we
would be remiss if we didn't

also put the enjoyment we get on the credit side of
the cost.  And as a hybridizer I am fortunate enough
to sell enough to cover my costs.  Here's my thought:
daylilies give me an awful lot for the cost.  For one
thing, I have met life-long friends from this hobby -
you don't even think about that when you start.  Sec-
ondly, I get to have Christmas every day during bloom
season - what a deal. The work to keep the beds up
keeps me in shape as well.  Those of us who are lucky
enough to get to travel get an additional blessing by
meeting some of the most wonderful people in
daylilies.  It's really a shame most of you cannot meet
more.  That really is a good reason to attend a Re-
gional or a National whenever you can.  It's worth the
cost.  So, how much does it cost?  Whatever our cost,
we get so much more for our money than most things
we spend money on.  So then, whatever the cost, it's

worth it.
— Bob Faulkner, Dayton, Ohio

E-Mail Robin
PROLIFERATIONS

Am seeing tons of pro-
lifs this year!  Anyone else
getting a lot of them?
‘Run N the Green Light’
(Strobe-Ward, 2012) and
‘Commands Attention’
(Chandler, 2004) are
loaded, and I have a
‘Commands Attention’
seedling that is taking
after momma in this re-
spect.

— Randy Griffin
Niles, Mich.

Region 2 Robin
Lots of prolifs here too,

Randy!  My seedlings
too!  I am just cutting
them, pulling off the bract
and shoving them in the
ground.  Too many to do
anything else - but what a
nice gift from Mom Na-
ture this year, eh?

— Suzanne Eck, Wood-
stock Ill.

Region 2 Robin
I always try to leave 3 or so inches of scape on the

bottom of them when I do that - I think it helps wick
moisture up from the ground while they are making
roots.  If they're on something valuable I still leave a
couple inches of scape, pot them up, and stand the
pots in a dishpan or something with an inch or so of
water in it to keep them constantly watered while
they grow roots.  After a month or so I plant them
out.  Hardly ever lose one that way. 

— Randy Griffin
Niles, Mich.

Region 2 Robin
LATE PLANTING
I am here with maybe

a silly but necessary ques-
tion. I planted some
daylilies last week, cut off
the leaves, mulched them
with compost.  But still
wondering is that good?
Today we get negative
temperature, so it might
be not good.  Any experi-
ence in too-late planting

of daylilies?
— Edvinas Misiukevičius, Lithuania, Ežerelis

E-Mail Robin
October is very late for me to plant, but of course I

came home with a few
daylilies from Lilyhemmer.  I
have planted them and
placed flat rocks around
them.  This will prevent them
from heaving in our freeze-
thaw cycles.  I learned this
trick from Lee Pickles many
years ago, and it works like a
charm.

— Melodye Campbell Fair-
port, N.Y.

E-Mail Robin
Late planting, I would say, is risky.  The plant needs

to establish new roots to keep it from heaving out of
the ground when the ground freezes.  The strongest
plants should survive.

— Brian Bender, Reading Pa.
E-Mail Robin

Edvinas, it's not the freezing that can be so much a
problem as it is the thawing.  The thawing can heave
a plant not well rooted out of the ground.  Does your
ground freeze and stay frozen all winter?  The brick
trick that Melodye wrote about will help a lot.  I've
done it.  At any rate, you might want to keep close
watch on those late planted ones next spring when
the frost starts coming out of the ground.

— Gail Korn, Wayne, Neb.
E-Mail Robin

RUST RESISTANCE
I agree with Brian Reeder that in recent times I see

very very very few purchased
daylilies showing rust resist-
ance.  I also agree that Bob
Roycroft has benefited the
daylily community by his pro-
rust-resistance hybridizing
practices.  I do not agree with
Steve Morrison that daylily
rust is no longer a problem.
His observations may be
valid for some parts of the
country, but people still
struggling to control this dis-
ease should receive respect on this forum and not be
referred to the archives.  Respectfully, I believe I have
just agreed to disagree.

— Ron Reimer, Russellville, Ark.
E-Mail Robin

APHIDS
While cleaning up trash in the daylily beds, I no-

‘Run N the Green Light’
(Strobe-Ward, 2012)

— Randy Griffin photo
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Ron Reimer

Robin
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ticed a large quantity of aphids or aphid bodies - kind
of hard to tell if they were moving much because of
the wind.  Will this be a problem come spring?  They
must have come late because I didn't really notice
them until now.

— Kirsten Hatfield, Zanesville Ohio
E-Mail Robin

Kirsten, are you certain they are aphids?  I'm won-
dering if they could be thrips -
small and tan in color, be-
tween the leaves at the base of
the plant.  I have been finding
them in my Kentucky garden
this week.  I believe that once
the temperatures drop they
will become pretty much inac-
tive.  But make a note to get
on top of them first thing in
the spring.

— Rich Rosen, Frankfort,
Ky.

E-Mail Robin
Hi Rich & Kirsten, aphids are always a problem

here in Tidewater, Virginia
from now through spring.
They like this cool weather.  If
I don't spray them now, they
will be quite numerous by
spring.  I thought they would-
n't be a problem last year be-
cause it was so cold.  I was
wrong - they were still there in
February/March.  They hide
down in the folded leaves of
the fan base.  Once the
weather warms up in late

April they seem to disappear until fall. 
— Linda Pinkham, Tidewater, Vir.

E-Mail Robin
Yes, I was going to email that aphids were showing

on the foliage here - until earlier today when I did the
last spraying for chewing insects until spring.  Dan

Trimmer has advocated this
practice for at least the last 10
years when I've heard him
speak.  He said a "late insecti-
cide" spraying to keep down
the aphids and other chewing
insects as the plants head into
winter is beneficial, and he
suggested early November in
my climate on the edge of
zones 6/7 was the best time
when I asked him specifically.

On years when I have followed Dan's recommenda-
tion about the late fall spraying, the population of
aphids is noticeably down the next spring, which is a
good thing.  I detest seeing aphids chewing on tender
new spring growth.

— Julie Covington, Roanoke, Vir.
E-Mail Robin

Does anyone know if
spraying now will impact
the Praying Mantis babies
next spring?  I've got lots
of "egg cases" all over the
garden right now.

— Sandy Holmes,
Xenia, Ohio

E-Mail Robin
I have never had a

problem with losing pray-
ing mantis egg cases by
spraying now.  By direct-
ing the spray right into the center of the crown, it
should keep the egg cases safe.  A systemic insecticide
works really well because aphids are sucking insects.  I
wouldn't use Imacloprid, however, because it could
cause problems for bees.  I use either Orthene or
Neem Oil (not systemic). 

— Linda Pinkham, Tidewater, Vir.
E-Mail Robin

Funny — I've been noticing aphids all over some
tall oriental lilies we have out front.  But in the next
few days I noticed quite a few birds on them, as well as
all over.  They turned out to be wood warblers; they
move quickly and are really cute, so I did more re-
search.  They migrate this time of year and mostly eat
insects - they move with the weather to where insects
are available.  So no bug spray for me.

— Pam Milliken, Lids, N.Y.
E-Mail Robin

Here in central Arkansas, we have an annual
spring and fall aphid infestation most years.  In this cli-
mate, green aphids attack daylilies in the spring so
rapidly and early that the plant can turn brown and
be taken to the ground.  Because of the time factor, I
don't feel I can depend on the natural predators to
prevent the damage from the early spring aphid on-
slaught.  In spring or fall, the effectiveness of natural
predators varies, and I never depend on them to solve
the aphid problem.  In the fall, what I often see on the
daylily plants are the skeletons/skins from molting
green aphids; the aphids themselves are actually
down in the ramets, where the leaves at the crown
are layered tightly together.  The fact that the aphids
live where the leaves are still folded tightly together
doesn't allow Ladybugs to control them on daylilies
very well.  They are a great insect for controlling

aphids when they are easily accessible on a plant, but
in my garden aphids tend to hide deep down in daylily
foliage.  If you don't control the aphids with a systemic
insecticide in late fall, these aphids will frequently
overwinter on the small dormant foliage (on dor-
mants), or deep in the crown (on evergreens) of any
plant which is not frozen to the ground.  If the daylily
is not completely frozen, there may be enough frozen-
foliage-mush covering the center so that the aphids
can hide and still procreate during the winter.  Since
they give live birth, when spring arrives, the aphids
can overwhelm the daylilies in a very short time be-
fore any insect predators can build up to protect the
plants.  Praying Mantis primarily feed on insects
larger than aphids, especially those that alight on
flowers.  Also, the mantis population has already cy-
cled out and laid their eggs and died by early fall,
when cool weather arrives and the aphid population
starts to really build up.  My experience in my Mid-
west location has been that the effectiveness of natu-
ral insect predators varies a good deal.  Therefore, I
use a systemic insecticide both in spring and fall to
control aphids and leaf miner.  I do not combine my
insect control spray program with my fertilizing pro-
gram, ever.

— Ron Reimer, Russellville, Ark.
E-Mail Robin

SUNFAST REDS
I have been collecting some nice reds to work with.

I am still loving red, espe-
cially when they are two-
toned red.  Any suggestions
on good reds that are sun-
fast?  I do not like it when
they don't hold their color
through the day.

— Wanda Evans
Dayton, Kan.
E-mail Robin

Surely you have Dottie’s
‘Holly Dancer’ (Warrell,
1988)?  Also ‘All American
Chief’ (Sellers, 1994) and
the old ‘Scarlet Pansy’
(Stamile, 1986) are pretty
sunfast.  

— Kathy Krattli
O’Fallon, Mo.
E-Mail Robin

Wanda asked about reds
that hold their color.  I don't
hybridize, but here are some
reds that are outstanding in
my Zone 6 garden: ‘Red

See Robin, page 54
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(Warrell, 1988)

— Rich Rosen photo
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Mile’ (Rice-JA, 2009) is
a nice, deep red that is
a reliable bloomer and
fast increaser.  If you
like tall, ‘Heavenly
United We Stand’ (Gos-
sard, 2009) has 9"
blooms and literally
stands out in the gar-
den.  On the other edge
of the spectrum, ‘Her
Best Bloomers’ (Herr,
D., 2001) is a front-of-
the-border charmer.
‘Scarlet Orbit’ (Gates-
L., 1984) is a tried-and-
true, dependable
cultivar.  “Red Volun-
teer’ (Oakes, 1984) I'm
sure you know as a
standard for long bloom
and sunfast flowers.  If
you are interested in
doubles, ‘Doubly Hot’
(Maryott, 2008) is a
standout, very showy.
Wanda, you said you
like two-toned reds.  I
think ‘Via Dolorosa’

(Emmerich, 2009) fits that description, with a
rose pink watermark on a dark red flower.
‘Mohican Fire’ (Holmes-S., 2013) is a good one
if you'd like an orange red, tall unusual form
with huge blooms.  I don't want to forget ‘Ruby
Slippers of Oz’ (Herrington-T., 2011), which is
a true ruby red, and a good performer.  All
these, and I'm sure I'm forgetting some, are
great performers that don't fade and stand up
to rain as well, in my Zone 6 garden.

— Elizabeth Trotter, Ky.
E-Mail Robin

I grow ‘Scarlet Marie’
(Kropf, 1963) here and it's
wonderful, as are a number
of Kropf doubles.  But
truthfully, my favorite reds
are two of my own, ‘Red
Right Returning’ (Mason-
M., 2002) which is a bright
scarlet that never fades and
is sinfully pod fertile, and
‘Portrait in Red’ (Mason-
M, 2000), equally sunfast
and also very fertile.  Both

have wonderful bud count and branching and impart
that quality to babies.  

— Melanie Mason, N.Y.
E-Mail Robin

SPENT SCAPES
Okay, I'd like to  pose a question about used scapes.

I'd like to know what y'all do with your scapes at the
end of season.

— Clint Fussell, Chipley, Fla.
E-Mail Robin

On spent scapes, I let them dry completely, then
pull them if they come readily, put them in 5-gal.
buckets to dry further and then put them through my
shredder, which gives some very nice material for
spading into the ground to open up the clay soil.  I will
probably not live long enough to open up this pottery
clay we have for soil, but I use the spent scapes and all
the leaves I can get to add to the soil.  The soil color is
getting darker, so it must be doing some good.

— David Hansen, Papillion, Neb.
E-Mail Robin

We have used our
chipper shredder to turn
the scapes into mulch.  It
breaks down readily this
way.  I used to put them
in the compost pile, but
found they were very re-
sistant to decompose this
way.  The mulch is weed
free as well.

— Julie Wilson,
Creemore, Ontario

E-Mail Robin
I am sorry to say I

cannot take credit for this tip since I read it in Garden
Gatemagazine.  After they are completely dry, gather
a bundle, tie together, and cut the bundle evenly
across on both ends.  Hang it in a tree or on a fence
for all the beneficial little bugs to hide in overnight!

— Suzanne Eck, Woodstock, Ill.
E-Mail Robin

What do I do with used scapes?  Back in the day,
when my son was little, he and his buddies (they were
probably 6 - 8 years old) would use the scapes as light
sabers!  If a scape broke during a battle, there were
plenty more!  Great memories!

— Melodye Campbell, Fairport, N.Y.
E-Mail Robin

SETTING PODS
I have difficulty setting pods on some spider-

type daylilies. There was an interesting post on
this subject on the Spider Robin. The theory is
that a spider’s long pistil drooping downward
reduces the possibility of the pod setting. They

elevate the pistil by tying it into an upright po-
sition. I can’t wait for bloom season so that I
can try this!

— Kay Cline, Picayune, Miss.
Season Extender’s Robin

WEED CONTROL
Once again I need to

sing the praises of using
Treflan granules in the
flower beds.  That stuff
works so well keeping
the weeds down and
beds looking good with-
out a lot of work on our
part.  I try to do it really
early in the spring and
then again in June.  So
much easier than weed-
ing!!  The Treflan is so
much more effective
than Preen and so much cheaper than Snap-
Shot.  I really recommend it.  I even used it in
the tomato bed as it is labeled for celery, can-
taloupe, etc.

— Vicky Aughenbaugh, Iroquois, S.D. 
Region 1 Robin

Vicky, I shall be using Treflan!  I particularly like the
idea of granules vs spray.

— Susan Holland, Bismarck, N.D.
Region 1 Robin

ORIGIN OF TRENDS
I wanted to ask your opinions on which dls were

instrumental in the beginning of both the trend to-
ward teeth and the trend toward patterns?  I am cre-
ating a presentation entitled 'The Evolving Daylily'
and would love to hear from you!

— Suzanne Eck, Woodstock, Ill.
E-Mail Robin

What a great idea for
a presention, Suzanne!
Brother Charles's
daylilies had teeth way
back before we knew we
loved them.  ‘Techny
Peach Lace’ (Reckamp-
Klehm, 1988) comes to
mind, but I know there
are more from the 1970s
and 1980s.  Mort Morss's
‘Fortune’s Dearest’
(Morss, 1994) was at the
beginning, too, I believe.
I remember visiting Tom
Rood's garden down along Seneca Lake.  ‘For-
tune’s Dearest’ was not especially happy there,

Robin, continued from page 53

‘Her Best Bloomers’ 
(Herr, D., 2001)

— courtesy of the hybridizer

‘Portrait in Red’ 
(Mason-M, 2000)
— Bill Monroe photo

Julie Wilson

Vicky Aughenbaugh

‘Fortune’s Dearest’ 
(Morss, 1994)

— Coral Kincaid photo

‘Heavenly United We
Stand’ (Gossard, 2009)
— Meg McK. Ryan photo
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but he had a few blooms and was over the
moon to see the little sharks teeth!

— Melodye Campbell, Fairport, NY
E-Mail Robin

In my opinion, Jack Car-
penter was the hybridizer who
put the modern day focus on
patterns.  One of his first no-
table releases was 'Texas Kalei-
doscope' (Carpenter-J., 2001),
which he admitted did not
have good form.  If you study
the beautiful patterns of many
hybridizers today, such as Dan
Trimmer, you will quickly see
that many of the patterns owe
a debt to conversions of Jack
Carpenter introductions.

— Pat Larsen, Conway, Ark.
E-Mail Robin

Twenty years ago most of the patterns were diploid.
Elizabeth Salter, Grace Stamile, and Jack Carpenter
were the places where I saw the most.  Mort Morss
had the early tet. patterns.

— Sandy Holmes, Bellbrook, Ohio
E-Mail Robin

It would seem that the first
teeth came about with the
first gold edges that were seen
in the tet lines produced by
Brother Charles Reckamp.
The earliest distinctly toothy
cultivar of his that I'm aware
of is ‘Heavenly Crown’ (Reck-
amp-Klehm, 1979).  You will
find this cultivar in the parent-
age of many of the toothy in-
tros by Emily Olson, John
Rice and others.  As we have
only really had tets since the
early 60's and it took a while

for edges to be seen and bred for, I think these are
amongst the earliest toothy cultivars.  It is only now
that we are starting to see some teeth coming on dips
to my knowledge.

— Dave Mussar, Puslinch, Ontario
E-Mail Robin

Diploid patterns can be seen to arise from the work
of Elsie Spalding, especially in ‘Priscilla's Rainbow’
(Spaulding-Guillory, 1985) and some of its siblings
and in Liz Salter and Pauline Henry's work.  If you
look real hard and with a little imagination, you can
even see it in Lucille William's and Edith Sholar's
work.  But really it is Jack Carpenter combining these
lines, Liz Salter, and Grace Stamile that really got

these off and running.
The tet patterns go back
to ‘Thais’ (Munson-
R.W., 1978) and ‘Chi-
nese Cloisonne’
(Munson-I, 1984).
These in turn were in-
debted to James Marsh
cultivars that were based
on extensive seed con-
version of diploid laven-
der cultivars.  Most
modern patterns have
resulted from the use of
these cultivars and extensive conversion of the Henry,
Sellers, Liz Salter, G. Stamile, and more recently Jack
Carpenter cultivars.  Modern patterns bear little re-
semblance to their early beginnings, thanks to the
work of many different hybridizers.  

— Patrick Stamile, Arroyo Grande, Calif.
E-Mail Robin

DISAPPEARING DAYLILIES
A few days ago some-

one posted about an older
daylily ‘Little Grapette’
(Williamson, 1970) and I
was intrigued because
years ago I grew a bunch of
it, but over the years it all
was sold.  Anyway it got
me to thinking about a
older plant that I loved
and lost in a flood -
‘Caribbean Rosie Christa’
(Talbott, 1994).  It was
one I acquired from Dave
Talbott during one of our
trips to Florida years ago.  I was wondering if any of you
still have it in your garden.  I check the auction sometimes
looking for it to no avail.  The story about ‘Little Grapette’
just brought back some pleasant memories of older plants
that disappear for one rea-
son or another.

— John Bunting, Poqu-
oson, Va.

E-Mail Robin
LATE-BLOOMING

DAYLILIES
Daylilies - there are 2

more buds on ‘Autumn
Oddity’ (Harwood,
1988), 4 more buds on
‘Genesta’ (Marshall-Earl,
2007), 2 more buds on
‘Autumn Blaze’
(Richards-V., 1960) and

finally 4 buds on ‘Barbara’
(Sheets, 1965).  The blooms
look good, since it hasn't been
really cold yet.  'Grandfather
Time’ (Wild, 1966) re-
bloomed, he has never done
that for me before and the
flowers were large.

— Lisa Regush, Lindenhurst,
N.Y., Season Extender’s Robin
Lisa, after reading every-

one’s letters, it is clear that
‘Autumn Oddity’ could be the
most mentioned of the very
late blooming daylilies.   I like
the shape the flower too.   I
also grow ‘Autumn Blaze’ and
‘After Awhile Crocodile’
(Reed, 1997) that were men-
tioned as very late bloomers.
Also, ‘Sweet Butter Cream’
(Bearce, 1990) by the late Bob
Bearce is in the very-late-
blooming category.  It’s really
special when one can find a
daylily that blooms in that sea-
son, at least to me.   I hope
some of our members are suc-
cessful in adding more daylilies
in that bloom season, my favorite.

— Carol Trego, New Cumberland, Penn.
Season Extender’s Robin

THANK YOU
Thank you Tim for organiz-

ing this (the e-mail Robin).
Thank you Ms. Lanny for pass-
ing along your experience on
many subjects (cameras espe-
cially come to mind!).  Thank
you Verna for the free plants
(only the cost of postage) a few
years ago when I was just get-
ting started as a collector.
Thank you Ron Reimer for ad-
vice on some pest problems.
Thank you Tommy and Lee
for many chuckles and smiles.  Thank you Michael B.
for sharing your joy and your grief.  Thank you Nicki for
your attitude, which just makes life better!  Whether it
is a drought, a deer-proof fence, a favorite white flower,
a report on a national/regional meeting, an early or late
blooming flower, comments on specific problems/chal-
lenges - THANK YOU ALL FOR SHARING!

— Sheila Nash, Greenbrier, Ark.
E-Mail Robin

‘Heavenly Crown’ (Reck-
amp-Klehm, 1979)

— Dave Mussar photo

‘Chinese Cloisonne’ (Mun-
son-I, 1984)

— Susan Okrasinski photo

‘Little Grapette’
(Williamson, 1970)

— Bill Monroe photo

'Texas Kaleidoscope' (Car-
penter-J., 2001)

— Linda Sue Barnes photo

‘Autumn Oddity’ (Harwood,
1988)

— Ellen Laprise photo

‘Genesta’ 
(Marshall-Earl, 2007)

— Bob Marshall photo

Sheila Nash

‘Autumn Blaze’ 
(Richards-V., 1960)

— Steve Williams photo
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